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INTRODUCTION

Publication of this work--essentially the author's thesis require-

ment for the M.S. degree in Applied Linguistics, Georgetown University--
was decided upon after receiving many requests for copies of it.

The thesis itself was conceived in 1959 after several experiences

of the author with Japanese reading and writing. The first was in 1952

when he found that his study of the orthography was interfering with his

study of the spoken language. The second came several years later, af.

ter acquiring considerable fluency in Japanese, when he made a fresh at-

tack on the orthography, and discovered that Japanese reading and writ-

ing had become much less formidable than before. Then, in 1959, when

the author was studying for the written examination required for entrance

into the Waseda University Graduate School, a thesis on a scientific and

efficient approach to Japanese reading was decided upon.

It was only after further research into the theory and method-

ology of language pedagogy--including reading -that a clear presentation

was possible. This is only a beginning, however, to a complete, Linguis-

tically oriented course in Japanese reading, on which the author is cur-

rently working. In the meantime it is hoped that this introduction to the

problem, with an effective solution, will start many on the way to control

of one of the world's most difficult writing systems.

The Publishers
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CHAPTER I

THE RELATION BETWEEN READING AND LINGUISTICS

It might be considered unusual for a linguist to devote time to

the subject of reading, especially such a seemingly unscientific system

as Japanese reading. An approach to the problems of learning and

teaching Japanese reading can be justified, however, if we proceed from

a major emphasis on some of the principles of structural linguistics;

namely, the primacy of speech in all systems of language representation,

the existence of discoverable patternings in those systems, the signifi-

cance of contrast inherent in them, and possibility of describing them in

19,n orderly, scientific fashion.

As background for this writer's proposals in Japanese reading

pedagogy he will bring together discoveries and knowledge in three disci-

plines-- structural linguistics, the development of Japanese orthography,

and the psychology of learning. Obviously, these 1.icadhb are so vast, and
interrelationships between them so complex that deliberate efforts must

be made to limit discussion of otherwise pertinent material, assuming

the reader's familiarity with it.

Justification for the thesis, and reasons for this writer's

involvement in the subject of Japanese reading pedagogy follow then, in

this chapter. Introducing parents to Bloomfield's Let's Read Robert C.

Pooley said, "Anyone who offers society a method by which the funda-

mental task reading may be performed effectively and economically

2
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is surely entitled to a respectful hearing and a period of trial in which to

substantiate his claims in actual use. "1

1.1 The Status of Readinciin Lancruage

That the student of applied linguistics should propose a thesis

on the teaching of reading Japanese is justified first by the fact that

reading is cne of the four recognized language skills, and that the prin7

ciples advanced by structural linguists can and should be applied to the

development of that skill.

1. 1. 1 One of the Four Language Skills

The four language skills are hearing, speaking, readings, and

writing. Essentially, reading is an act of decoding language signals

(graphic), as hearing is of decoding language signals (auditory). Fries

wrote:

Learning to read (as set forth in Chapter Four) is nc: a process
of learning new or other language signals than those the child has al-
ready learned. The language signals are all the same. The differ-
ence lies in the medium through which the physical stimuli make
contact with his nervous system. In "talk, " the physical stimuli of
the language signals make their contact by means of sound waves re-
ceived by the ear. In reading, the physical stimuli of the same lan-
guage signals consist of graphic shapes that make their contact with
his nervous system through light waves received by the eye. The
process of learning to read is the process of transfer from the audi-
tory signs for language signals which the c has already learned,
to the new visual signs for the same signals.

Language communication consists of meanings, systems of sym-

bols to represent those meanings and media through which the symbols
11101114111111110104101%

'Robert C. Pooley, "Introduction to Parents, " Let's Read, ed.
Leonard Bloomfield and Clarence L. Barnhart (Detroit: .W-sig-grate
University Press, 1961), p. 5.

2Charles C. Fries, Linauistics and Reading (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winstons Inc. , 1 963), p.
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can be transmitted from the communicator to the "commtmicatee. "

Visual. as well as auditory language skills meet this description of com-

munication and so must be considered within the realm of the linguist's

interest and attention.

1.1.2 Reading Embraces Some Structural

Linguistic Principles

Structural linguists see significant forms and groups of forms,

operating in definite patterns of contrast, all constituting a code which

can either be encoded from meaning to shape (phonetic or graphic), or

decoded from shape to meaning. Such forms, groups of faztris, and con-

trasts can be found in all the writing systems, as well as speech systems,

in use by man today, the graphic shapes being merely substitutes for

phonetic shapes. Moreover, the patterns and significant contrasts can be

described and presented scientifically. These features of graphic com-

munications systems certainly qualify them as genuine areas of language.

It becomes grossly unrealistic, therefore, for anyone to dismiss

instruction in reading from a language program on the grounds of the

primacy of speech in language. 3 There is psojt.in and there is

written language, but both are language. As modern structural linguists

have made clear, and as will be argued later in this thesis, speaking and

hearing are indeed the primary skills, but secondary skills do exist.

This writer must therefore reject the common slogan, "Language

3William G. Moulton, "Linguistics and Language Teaching in the
United States 1940-1960, " Trends In European and American Lin tics
Occasion of the Ninth International ongress of > nguists rec t Spec-
trum Publishers, 1961), p. 86.

-1110M1111114...awasalai
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is speech, not writing, "4 since, as already pointed out, writing as a

system of structured representation shares some of the characteristics

commonly ascribed to language. Writing is no more the sum total of

language than vocal sounds are the sum total of language, but both are

parts of the whole system of human meanings and representations.

It is clear, therefore, that reading and writing fall within the

discipline of structural linguistics, and that structural linguistics has

much to offer toward a sound rationale and methodology for teaching

them.

Japanese reading pedagogy, the specific goal of this thesis, can

be made more effective if approached from the standpoint of structural

linguistics. When reading materials are developed to teach speech pat-

terns and to feature frequent, significant graphic contrasts as well as

synchronic correspondences between grapheme and sound, the result is

a course that is high in reinforcement and transfer potential; a course

that can be utilized at an early stage in the audiolingual program. In

short, patterning in Japanese orthography is more closely related to

patternings in Japanese speech than commonly thought; these are the re-

lationships that can and must be exploited to great profit in a total lan-

guage learning program.

1.2 Imperatives n 11isc1 Lin '.

There is practical and more basic justification for the linguist's

interest in reading--the very real necessity for people to read the lan-

guages they speak, plus the accompanying demand for carefully devel-

oped texts and programs for non-Romanized languages.
4101111101011.6011111.01011111111, Romeo, 1111M.w.MINNIMMIIIIM111111=11111.1111111w1PNIIMINIMIERVI1111.1111111111111PN1111111111C

4Ibid. p p. 86.
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2.1 Reading Skill is Imperative

A person who cannot read the traditional orthography of a lan-

guage that he speaks is illiterate in that language. Literacy is one of the

Practical goals of structural linguistic effort. Citing speech as the pri-

mary goal and ignoring the visual skills is unrealistic and impractical.

Yet, as far as Japanese is concerned, a very common attitude

(popular in religious and secular circles as well) has been that learning

to speak the language alone presents a sufficiently difficult task; learning

to read it is unreasonable, not worth the effort, and probably unnecessary

after all. But target language illiteracy should be frowned upon, not en-

couraged.

Some have clung to the hope that in their lifetime the Japanese

would adopt Romanization. Many have assumed that a person's control

of spoken Japanese had nothing to be gained from an ability to read it.

But those with a more sensible approach have undertaken a study of

Japanese reading with varying degrees of success. At any rate, there

are in the world many fluent speakers of Japanese (and of other languages

with difficult writing systems) as a foreign language who remain illiterate

in that language because of wishful thinking or unsound theory.

This writer disagrees, therefore, with one of Bloomfield's early

statements, "Where the mode of writing is very difficult--that is, where

its correspondence with spoken language is intricate and very different

from what we are used to -as in Chinese or Japanese, this is a major

task and should not be undertaken before one has mastered the language. "5

5Leonard Bloomfield, Outline Guide for the Practical Stud of
Foreian es (Baltimore: linguistic Society merica, 19 2 ,
p. 8.
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The modification suggested here is that since the ability to read is im-

perative, an early introduction of controlled reading material in Japanese

will reinforce language learning, and should be utilized. The crux of the

thesis is the control of such reading materials.

1.2.2 Better Reading Texts are Imperative

Even the most solidly oriented primacy-of-speech language

teacher uses texts. The need for visual reinforcement is recognized by

virtually all linguists, so that language texts in both phonemic (or nearly

so) and traditional orthographies are assured. This writer's interest in

reading pedagogy is justified therefore, both because of the general use

of language texts and because of the need for better texts in traditional

orthographies.

Pedagogically minded linguists can well emulate Bloomfield who

applied his structural theories to the actual development of a linguistical-

ly sound English text for the teaching of reading to children- -a text

which combined the nresentation of speech patterns with writing patterns.

1. 2. 3 More Well-Rounded Language Programs

Are Imperative

As far as Japanese is concerned, a linguistically sound reading

program will clear up perplexities of homonymy which all students of the

language face in speech. Chinese characters, responsible for most of

the homonymy in the spoken language (see 3, 2. 2) become aids in the dis-

crimination and understanding of the morphemes they represent.

Moreover, when the student first sees the mixture of Chinese

morphographs and Japanese syllabic characters that are used to write

the language, he gets an even clearer picture of the structure of Japa-
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nese, since the combined use of the two writing systems vividly illus-

trates word classes, inflectional endings, and syntactical slots.

A text in the conventional orthography mill also add variety and

interest to the total language program. Language teaching should capi-

talize on the incentive all students have to read signs, newspaper head-

lines, book titles, etc., in the target language. In making a break-

through even to that small area of language, the possibilities are opened

to many more effective reinforcements.

In short, and in conclusion to this section, the tmditilnal or-
thography used to represent Japanese speech must be learned by the in-

dividual who intends to be effective in Japanese society. Sooner or later

the student will recognize the urgency of acquiring a reading skill, and

the need to study from a text. A text based on structural linguistics and

tied into the audiolingual program would make passible an earlier, more

productive, and more enjoyable breakthrough in reading the language as

it is traditionally written, The introduction of a sample of such texts is

one of the goals of this thesis.

10 3 Litjauists' Interest in Reading

In order to put this thesis in proper perspective we must ap-

prise our selves of the agreement, as well as differences of opinion,

among s.;1101::::,::: on the subject of reading, The following is a brief sum-

mary of Ecyr.e of the prevalent attitudes, showing how they do (or do not)

support the tasIepirilriciples of foreign language teaching, and how they

have given eise to controversy.

1.3.1 Differences of Viewpoint

..;-an safely say that the oblique remarks that Professor
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Carroll made about linguists' involvement in language teaching represent

the feelings of many educators:

It is true that an inspection of recent educational literature will
show little evidence that educators at large have been signally Influ-
enced by the pronouncements of linguistic scientists. In writing on
the question of applying linguistics to the Waching of Arida:mental. lan-
guage skills, linguists have frequently made statements, like the one
above quoted from Bloomfield, which will seem extreme and dogmat-
ic to many educators.... It is also true, however, that at least
a few leaders of educational thought have arrived at some of the same
conclusions about the teaching of language arts as have linguistic
scientists like klgoomfield and Fries, perhaps somewhat independent-
ly of the latter.

Some of this kind of attitude can be explained in part by a lack of

sympathy or understanding, or both, for the linguist's view of language

and language teaching. The differences are more real than a mere lack

of appreciation, however. Professor Carroll and other educators no

doubt feel that some linguists have overstated their case with ideas such

as 'Writing is not language. "7 Indeed, and educators have not been un-

aware of the situation, some structural linguists have been concentrating

on the lingual forms of language representation almost to the exclusion of

the graphic forms.

Nevertheless, aside iron some perhaps unwise statements, and

inevitable misunderstanding, structural linguists have made their point

that the primacy of speech had been obscured for many centuries by undue

attention on visual externals, and that the time had come for more accu-

rate research alLd application on the primary form of language.

eukvi 3. Carroll, The Stud of Language (Cambridge: Harvard
Universic Press) 1959), p. 4

ISaywitti. E. Martin, La_perammat=Techniques_ (New Haven:
Yale University, 1951), p. 3.
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This new, more objective approach, and more valid as far as

the linguist was concerned, gave rise to another controversy--a basic

difference in terminology. The educator prefers to call bearing, speak-

kg, reading, and writing Jautuagwarts. 8 The linguist, on the other

hand, insists that they are not in any sense an art, possessed by only a

few in a restricted field of accomplishment, but skills, possessed by

everyone with normal intelligence and instruction.

Another interesting and somewhat ironic aspect of the controver-

sy is due to the linguist's enthusiasm for "scientific" orthographies- -

those with a one-to-one for nearly so) correspondence between phoneme

and grapheme. Eventual reading and writing of languages whose graphic

systems are somewhat "scientific, " and similar to that of the source lan-

guage is assumed at the outset. But a different, often strong, position is

sometimes taken toward target language literacy when the orthography of

the target language is radically different from that of the native language

of the students--a position of indefinite postponement of reading and writ-

ing skills, total neglect of them, or even disapproval.

1. 3. 2 Linguists' Roles in Reading Pedagogy

Several centuries of good advice by scholarly educators on the

learning and teaching of reading have preceded the contributions of mod-

ern structr.... linguists. 9 The best possible course now toward a better

understand.' a between educators and linguists on the teaching of language

skills is 4? _sine effort by linguists to demonstrate the effectiveness of

their theo.L-...- In actual language learning situations. This has been the
4111111111.0.11111111DIP

pp. 141-168.

pp. 216-222.
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case with many linguists. Thus considerable attention was given to the

visual skills by Nida in his Learning a F ;14 Brooks lis-
ted reading as one of the four language skills, and devoted many pages to

*11 and Lado included chapters on both reading and writing in his new-

est book, Language Teachina.12

Bloomfield's contributions, acceptable to many linguists and edu-

cators alike, help toward the clarification of reading theory and method-

ology. An account of his original interest in reading is given by the emi-

nent educator, Clarence L. Barnhart:

Twenty-three years ago Leonard Bloomfield handed me a copy of
his reading system from a file drawer in his study to use in training
my son to read, Bloomfield told me that he had devised the system
because the methods used in the schools were non-scientific in na-
ture and ignored the fundamental principles of the scientific study of
language developed during the last 150 years. He felt that a linguis-
tic system of teaching reading would be of great advantage to both
teacher and pupil. 13

Bloomfield's work was completed in the late 1930's, published

in part in 1942,14 and in full as the book Let's Read in 1961.

There is indeed much recent, enthusiastic interest by linguists

in reading. In January, 1963, the "Winter Study Group on Reading" was

held at Indiana University, and was attended by several well-known lin-

10Eugene A. Nida, Learnin a Forel La e (2nd ed. rev.;
Ann Arbor: Friendship Press, 7 pp. 4

"Nelson Brooks, Lan .. e and Lan e Learnin (New York:
Brace and ViTfirld, Inc., 19604-pp, 1 -

12r Bert Lado, Lan e Teachin (New York: McGraw-Hill,
Inc. , 1964), IC, Chapters and

L-IiC.',.),:rence L. Barnhart, "The Story of the Bloomfield System, "
Let's React, elfl. Leonard Bloomfield and Clarence L. Barnhart (Detroit:
Wayne Rao University Press, 1961), p. 9.

14Leonard Bloomfield, "Linguistics and Reading, " The Elemen-
ta En 'sh Review XIX, No. 4 (April, 1942), pp. 125-130, at'iff"--X177y pp, 183-186.
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guists as well as educators and psychologists. The result of the study

group was "Seven Statements about the Teaching of Reading. "15

Shortly thereafter Professor Fries' book, Lin=tc,Lar......id d

ings was published. Aware of the allegation that structural linguists

have been forced to display interest in the literary skills in order to de-

fend themselves against educators' charges of lack of interest, Fries

calls the works of Pike, Bloomfield, and others to the attention of his

readers:

Kenneth L. Pike's Phonemics: A Techni ue for ReducinQLan-
wm 1.1=Ing (Universithigan ess, seems to be
known only to linguists and has not been listed in the bibliographies
of the materials concerning reading. Leonard Bloomfield's article
"Linguistics and Reading" is listed in the bibliographies, but the few
comments that have been made upon it demonstrate that it has not
been understood.

* 0 0 0

Those dealing professionally with educational problems quite
naturally think that the linguist's field of central activity is very re-
mote from that of those who deal with the process of reading. They
forget that the final deciphering of many types of ancient writing was
achieved by linguists, that the historical study of language has rested
upon and must rest primarily upon written evidence, and that the his-
torical linguist has had to determine the precise relations between
the graphic signs and the language itself. The linguist, especially
the historical linguist, has also had to learn to read more varieties
of "writing" than perhaps any other type at scholar. Unfortunately
his experience and knowledge have not been a part of that brought to
bear upon the problems of teaching and learning reading.16

A very perceptive statement displaying linguists' involvement in

both oral and visual language skills, and one with which this thesis agrees

heartily, comes from a linguist working in the Philippines:

A reasonably satisfactory mastery of the oral language should
precede the introduction of reading and writing skills. This in no
sense detracts from the importance of reading and writing, as some
people imagine from an ill-founded interpretation of the words "sec-

15Appendix, p. 193.

16Fries, pp. 32-33.
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ondarily derived system, " Linguists are well aware of the impor-
tance of communication and the vistas opened up by a written form
of the language, which has a permanence and stability without which
the collection of data, the effect of history, and the understanding of
complex relationships are all but impossible. Whenever we find a
human society without a writing system, we find a society living far
below the level of human potential. It is to exploit the tmdeniable
advantages of written coranyu-nleaUon trot the ling-alst seeks when he
postpones the written symbolization until the basis of communica-
tion, the language system, is at least partially mastered. In the be-
ginning: writing must wait on language so that it can later serve the
purposes of language, efficiently to increase linguistic and therefore
cultural experience.1-1

The practical outcome of structural linguists' interest in the

literary and visual skills has been the publication of countless effective

language textbooks, designed for teaching English as a foreign language,

for teaching foreign languages to speakers of English, and for teaching

illiterates how to read and write their own languages. The development

of such texts has depended upon the linguist's unique understanding of the

primacy and structure of spoken language, and probably would never have

been accomplished by the traditionally oriented "language arts" educator.

Linguistic structuralism and its proponents have thus made their impact

on the learning and teaching of the visual skills in language, and the goals

of this writer's thesis are further strengthened by it.

1.4 The Thesis

The goal of this thesis is the development of introductory mate-

rials which are scientific, linguistically oriented, and instructionally ef-

ficient. The principle of the primacy of speech, acknowledged at the

very outset, will provide the main stimulus for relating the instructional

material to the audiolingual program. Two basic premises of the discus-

17Fe R. Dacanay, Techni ues and Procedures in Second Lan-
e Teachin (Philippine enter or ncjuage t y, Monographe es, er 3; ed. J. Donald Bowen; Quezon City: Phoenix Publish-

ing He 1963), pp. 304-305.

4,... 41*01"
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sion are that the audiolingual program can be utilized to teach Japanese

reading, and conversely, that the reading program will reinforce the

audiolingual program. This positive transfer from auditory skills to

visual, and vice versa, will be an important strategy as we work toward

the goal. By no means is this thesis a case for learning to read Japanese

apart from the audiolingual program, or without a good oral-aural con-

trol of the. language.

We are interested rather in the development of a text based on

structural analysis of both the morphemes and graphemes of Japanese

inasmuch as they demonstrate significant auditory-visual correspond-

ences. Such relationships between sound and graphic patterning in mod-

ern Japanese will be considered crucial, and instructional material will

feature these relationships in minimal contrast pattern drills (graphic as

well as phonemic) designed to augment the learning of both the spoken and

written languages. Such graphic-morphemic substitutions in minimal

contrast pattern drills, developed for the first time in Japanese, will il-

lustrate the structure of both the spoken and written languages as well as

help establish more quickly oral-visual habits of association, that is, fit.

Attention will be called to the fact that the primary function of

the Chinese characters used in Japanese writing is tiat of signalling pho-

neme sequences, not ideas. Oral reading will therefore be stressed, so

that through simultaneous hearing and reading of the exercises the trans-

lation of graphemes into sounds and sounds into meaning will become in-

creasingly fluent and automatic.

With regard to the syllabaries, reading control of them is pre-

supposed in the suggested program. They should be mastered at the out-

set us basic to any study of Japanese reading. The syllabaries are not
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extremely difficult, and fit is quite consistent.

The proposed text will present Japanese reading from a :syn-

chronic viewpoint. We are not interested here in the historical origin of

Chinese character writing, nor in its graphic development through the

centuries.

Neither is writing one of the goals in the initial reading program.

Many hours spent in analyzing the characters and learning their strokes,

although admittedly an aid to recognition, will affect oral progress ad-

versely. Writing is the fourth linguistic skill, and should be taken up af-

ter a measure of reading skill has been achieved.

In conclusion, the initial attack will be limited to establishing a

beachhead. A complete presentation of every aspect of Japanese orthog-

raphy is far beyond the purpose and scope of this thesis. A limited, con-

trolled, and well-defined goal. has been found to be psychologically sound

in all learning. The achievement of such a goal is anticipated by student

and teacher alike, and the beachhead thus established becomes the new

starting point for broad, general mastery.

We will discuss and apply research and discoveries in the fields

of reading in general, and English reading in particular insofar as such

knowledge might aid us in our problem of Japanese reading pedagogy.

Many of the arguments presented already in this introduction will under-

lie the entire thesis, and some will be considered in greater detail.



CHAPTER II

THE LINGUIST'S VIEW OF READING

Our interest in arriving at a correct view of the nature of the

reading process centers around our goal of teaching and learning to read

conventional Tapanese orthography. It will therefore be helpful to amplify

some of the views and disagreements among certain scholars on the sub-

ject of reading.

2.1 Definitions and Desqui

To some educators (Carroll, for example) reading is one of "the

language arts. "I On the other hand, from the linguist's point of view, as

aptly expressed by Fries, reading is a skill.. In Li.cs Re gadin

Fries piefaces his description of reading by asking the following question:

What precisely must such a child learn, in addition to his under-
standing and producing "talk, " in orde r to "read" materials that alsolf,
lie within the range of his linguistic and social-cultural experience ?6

Fries' answer to this question, a classic in objectivity, states

that reading and hearing are merely parallel skills, different only in the

'sisal medium:

The process of receiving a message through "talk" is a respond-
ing to the language signals of his native language code--language sig-
nals that make their contact with his nervous system by sound vibra-
gav through the ear. The process of getting the same messaglihe
same meaning-srby "reading" is a responding to the same set of lan-
guage signals of the same language code, but language signals make

'Carroll, Chapter 6, pp. 140-195.

2Fries, p. 199.

16
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their contact with his nervous system by light yibrations througlkthe
ext. The message is the same; the language cc e is the same; the
language si are the same for both "talldng" and "reading. " 'The
only essen erence EFF, is the fact that in "talk" the means of
connection to the human nervous system consists of patterns of sound
waves stimulating nerves in the ear, but in "reading" the means of
connection ern the /Thrnon nervous system consists of patterns of
graphic shapes stimulating nerves in the eye. All "writing" is the
substituting of patterns of sound waves that have been learned as rep-
resenting the same language signals. One can "read, " insofar as he
"can respond" to the language signals represented by patterns of
graphic shapes as fully as he has already learned to respond to the
same lagguage signals of his code represented by patterns of auditory
shapes. `)

Fries then, regards both graphic sequences and phonetic se-

quences as language signals, and graphic sequences as substitutes for

phonetic sequences. With respect to the relative imporgance of the two as
language signals he further states: "Contrary to ordinary belief our writ-

ing represents less of the language signals than does speech. "4

These concepts, basic in our approach to Japanese reading, are

reflected in the descriptions of other linguists. Lado wrote: "To read is
to grasp language patterns from their written representation. "5 Gud-

shinsky stated: "Reading is the process of transposing written language

to spoken language. "6 Doich, another reading specialist, makes various

interesting comments on the nature of reading, ranging from simple ob-

servations to more stylized concepts: "Reading is recognizing

most of the words, "7 and "Reading is thinidng and feeling about ideas

3h,Ld p. 119.

4Ibid. p. 206.

5Lado, Language Teaching, p. 132.

6Sa.ra1 Gudshinskri,_ Handbook of Literacy (Norman: Summer
Institute of Linguistics, 1960), p. t.

?Edward William Dolch, TeachIng Primary Reading (Champaign,
Illinois: The Garrard Press, 19604 p. 34.
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suggested by printed matter. "8 Gray, another expert in the field, empha-
sizes the role of meaning and pays less attention to the aspects of habit in
responding to visual stimuli. 9

The view of reading as a skill, not an art, is fundamental to a
proper approach by both the teacher and the learner of reading. Too
much of the "esthetic" and "semantic" concepts underlying a reading pro-
gram, whether native language or foreign, will certainly tend to obscure
both the goals and the way to achieve the goals of the program. If we sub-
scribed to the "art" and "ideational" views of reading in our approach to
Japanese reading, we would soon embrace the "ideograph" fallacy, that
the primary function of the characters is to elicit meanings. Fries' de-
scriptions of the reading skill satisfy us in terms of both pedagogical
techniques and goals.

The development of writing as a kind of language symbolization
is traced for us by Hockett.10 His conclusion is that writing symbolizes
speech sounds, which in turn symbolize meanings. Even within the same
language different symbolization can signal the same language units.

, )1.: s1, 107p, and Tookvoo all symbolize the same phonemes
and morphemes to the reader of Japanese. A phoneme is a phoneme and
a morpheme is a morpheme =ether spoken is the air or written on paper
by any system of orthography; whether stored in the mind, on tape, or in
a book.

p. 38.
9

1110.111.01.1011.1.11. ~IMINM/N.

Fries, pp. 115-118, quoting The Teac
The Thirtv-sixth Yearbook of the Natioial pcie
tigg (Bloomington, III.: Public Scbool Publishing

Part I ofrte of Ed
o. 19254 pp, 2 2$.

10Charles F. Hockett, Aiggrakinalgi (NewYork: The MacMillan Company pp. -

tomosilygurmigmeneRroarMMNPrnamormaalsroftletntrIaMorrarmaitaxiMprzemspr AgcovaiMPAPASISMIPTIMMIRIMMIRIMPSTF'
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2.2 S cific Controversies in Reading Pedacoay
A skill so universally important as reading is certain to cause

much controversy. How best to teach it has been argued for many cen-
tnrien and frequently antagonists have embraced such diametrically op-
posed views that they would seem almost impossible to harmonize.11
For the most part, however, controversies on reading can be traced to a
few basic questions: (1) Is writing and printing a totaly separate phe-
nomenon of communication, or is there a relationship between spoken and
written language? (2) Are written words to be treated as wholes (as Chi-
nese characters must be), or as a combination of small parts? (3)
Should reading be viewed as developmental; that is, do adults read dif-
ferently than children as they grow older, or are the same techniques
used in beginning reading used throughout life? (4) Is writing a more
difficult skill to learn than speaking, or vice versa?

2.2.1 Relationship Betwe in Spoken and

Written Language

The most crucial question is probably the first. Many have
maintafaed that reading is a totally new skill that a person must learn,
sometimes even before learning to speak a particular language. Brooks,
on the other hand, insists that oral-aural pedagogy precede reading and
writing. 12

The common notions that certain languages are or ars not "pho-
netic, " that letters and words "have sound," and that the student must
"sound out words, " erroneously imply that writing preceded speech and

11Fries, Chapter I, pp. 1-34.

12Brooks, p. 140.

-gewriMarrommorenniewriefewmt
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that the marks on the page actually possess intrinsic sound values from
which speech has been derived. Related is the idea that a person learn-
ing to read (as opposed to a person in later stages of reading control)
might frequently and profitably attack lexical its not already in his
oral control.

Bloomfield vigorously opposed the practice of looking at a seg-
mental grapheme, remembering "its sound, " and then pronouncing the
phoneme in isolation. These, and other unnatural, non-language exer-
cises (which Bloomfield called "stunts"13) of the phonics approach can be
traced to this kind of overemphasis on the role of graphic representa-
tion.14

Rudolph Flesch's error, a reaction to word-method pedagogy,
stemmed from the notion that segmental graphemes "have" sounds, that
children can memorize those sounds, and that they can figure out (like a
puzzle) the sound of a whole word by putting the sounds of the individual
letters together. 15 It is somewhat paradoxical that in claiming to empha-
size the relationship of speech sounds to writing, the phonics approach
has actually disclaimed it in having children practice language skills by
pronouncing phonemes in non-speech ways.

2. 2. 2 Word Method vs. Phonics Approach

The second question stems from the discussion of the foregoing
paragrEph, and continues to be the source of much controversy. While

13Leonard Bloomfield and Clarence L. Barnhart, Let's Read,(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1961), p. 28.
14Donald D. Durrell, Impr9vIng Readittg Instruction, (New York:Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. 31 1956), p. 244.

15Pooley, p. 5.
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Bloomfield opposed the notion of pronouncing isolated sounds represented

by individtzl graphemes and combinations of graphemes, he insisted that
those sounds be taught by contrast; that is, as they were seen and heard
irseNT4so 'We 17,441., nes "1ft mvi1 S.. 0.4 ...IV 4 I .110 40MaiP Y414,3 vvauti 1;A:4.u/a vu=a- zu oLulasar wuruz He Liaign

reading by whole words, but did not embrace the so-called word method

of reading, since he insisted that the learner be aware of the significance
of the graphemic parts of words. 16

Dolch also gives us very good advice on this point:
11%

The trouble with teaching sounding in the very beginning is just
that it teaches the habit of looking at letters instead of at words aswholes. In short, be 'min with sounding teaches aveff sky,
laborious method nrwo - recognition.. 0 Theina-eitt Method ofreading is,---igrefore, a look-and=tity method, with the child looking
at the whole word. That method continues for some time. Sooner or
later, however, we wish to begin /ayingrthe foundation for the sound-
ing attack that will be needed later on.11

We must first establish the habit of looking at words as wholes
and then keep this habit regardless of what we do about sounding. lb

The principle of the primacy of speech is a key factor in Dolch's

understanding of reading pedagogy: "We must emphasize again that phon-

ic-attack is used only for the recognition of a word already known by

sound, " and "The phonic-attack is used only for the recognition of a word
already in the hearing vocabulary. "19

In developing this inductive (words-first-phonics-later) approach
to a more refined degree in his "spelling-pattern" theory, Fries points
out xis very close relation to the word method. It is apparent that what

16BloornSeld and Barnhart: p. 29.
17Dolch, p. 268.
18Thid, p. 269.

19kA p. 296.

I
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Dolch and Fries are talking about is practically the same thing:

Perhaps at this point those familiar with some of the common
methods of teaching reading would insist that this approach through
the spelling-patterns as a whole, rather than through individual iso-
lated letters, is really an example of the much debated "word-meth-
od. " And; in a way; they would be correct. The s~411rag-pattern
approach

i
learning to respond to the contrastive features that sem,

rate and dentify whole word-patterns is indeed a "word method. "zu

The word method, in its extreme, is simply teaching (as well as
learning) to recognize each word on the page without any recourse to any

phonetic or phonemic realities that might be represented by individual

graphemes--in much the same way that reading Chinese has been charac-

terized.

Carroll's evaluation of the relative merits of the methods of

Gray and Bloomfield is helpful:

From a technical standpoint, Gray's didcussion could have been
improved through closer attention to phonetic and orthographic facts.
In matters of detail, a linguist could have stated much more accu-
rately the kinds of habits and skills wbich the reading student needs
to develop in order to recognize new words. Apart from this, the
major distinction between the views of Gray and Bloomfield seems
to be that the former wishes the child to acquire phonetic word-anal-
ysis skills by generalizing from his experience in learning words as
wholes, while Bloomfield is willing to present at least some of the
bare facts about phonemic word analysis in the earliest reading les-
sons. While Gray may scorn Bloomfield's approach as "old-fash-
ioned, " it is possible that a partially alphabetic approach, seasoned
with refinements contributed by linguists and psychologists, may
have considerable merit, 21

ly:

2.2.3 Children's Reading and Adults' Reading

With respect to the third question Bloomfield has stated succinct-

The adult's instantaneous step from the black marks to the "idea"
11111111.11

20Friest p. 201,
21Carroll, p. 148.
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is the result of long training. To expect to give this facility directly
and without intermediate steps to the child is exactly as though we
should try to teach the child higher mathematics (which solves com-
plicated problems wi i power and speed) before we taught him ele-
mentary arithmetic.

Good readers: we are told: can get meaning directly frem thot

page with absolutely no conceptualization of the sound represented by the

orthography. Some educators, falling to take into consideration the fact

that such readers have become so only after thousands of hours of prac-

tice, have insisted that children can learn to read as adults do in adult-

hood. These "ideational" methods of reading instruction do not seem

valid and were opposed by Bloomfield. 23

2, 2, 4 Relative Difficulty of Oral and

Visual Skills

Finally, some controversies on reading instruction have been

intensified by the notion of some that reading is a more difficult skill

than heaiing and spee,king. The linguist insists that the child having

learned to understand and respond to spoken language has achieved a far

more difficult skill than the one he will achieve in learning to read and

write, 24 The answer to this controversy might lie in the fact that chil-

dren are obviously equipped to do what adults can rarely achievelearn

a language perfectly. On the other hand, both adults and children, given

sufficient time, can achieve fair control of reading and writing any or-
thography.

22Bloomfield and Barnhart, p. 83.

23 d. pp. 30 -33.

24Frles, p. 112.
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2. 2. 5 Conclusion

There are no easy languages, languace skills, or pedagogical

techniques. Acquisition of any language skill Wavy method is difficult,

and discussion of the best wav to attack teaching and learning problems

is thus certain to arouse controversy.

But these are problems of relative difficulty, and comparatively

easier ways to attack such problems have always been of interest to the

educator and scientist alike. Bloomfield and Fries, on the basis of cer-
tain principles and propositions of structural linguists, have pointed out

the relative efficiency of certain techniques of reading pedagogy. This is
not to say that their methods of teaching English reading will result in
easy learning, nor that the proposed methods of this writer in teaching

Tapanese reading will result in easy learning either. But we must admit
the existence of, find, and demonstrate more efficient and economical

teaching methods. Every method has a point of diminishing returns;

pedagogical linguists are still finding methods of less diminishing returns
in language skills pedagogy.

2.3 An Analysis of the s

What happens when a person reads? Is there any real difference
in the process of readingbetween, for example, English and Japanese?
Is there any knowledge that we might gain from an analysis of the reading

process itself that might be profitably applied in reading pE iagogy? Is it
conceivable, since anyone can learn to read in a relatively short time,
that there even exist profound phenomena in the rearing process? Wight

the phenomena be so simple that they have eluded us?

These are the questions for which we want to find answers.
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Having defined writing as visible graphic representations of invisible

auditory speech, we can say that reading is merely the same process in
reversedecoding instead of encoding.

When a writer writes, he engages in the act of speech either

audibly or internally, and he translates that spe Bch into its graphic coun-

terpart. Man the reader reads he translates the graphic code back into
speech patterns, either audibly or internally. 25 (The well-known excep-
tions to this are the oases where people have learned to communicate

with writing and sign language without the aid of audial and vocal facul-
ties.)

It follows then, that all writing systems (except picture writing)
are phonetic systems. However "imperfect, " "irrational, " "strange, "

or "Imphonetic" the symbolization may be, the symbols stand, neverthe-
less, for the phonemic sequences of the language, and the proof is that

when people read aloud they read the languagenot parts of it- -with all
its phonetic and grammatical structure, always supplying the features

not indicated by the graphic symbolization. The system, Day be charac-
terized as Emmental, syllabic, or locloccraphic, but it is still phonetic
because it represents speech sounds to the reader,

Bloomfield states positively, "The task of the reader is to get
sounds from the written or printed page, "26 and "The gnat task of

learning to read. consists in learning the very abstract equation:
printed le_tter = speech sound to bespoken, "27

140IS.

25Leonard Bloomfield, Lat,twat (New York: Henry Holt andCompany, 1950), p. 285.

26Bloomneld and Barnhart, p. 31.

271bict p. 36.
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What then are the characteristics of systems of graphic repro

sentatlon, the printed letters of which, according to Bloomfield, equal

speech sounds to be spoken'

2.3.1 Symbols are Arbitrary

Historical reasons may be produced for the shape of graphic

symbols and why they are used to represent certain sounds, but ulti-

mately there are neither rational nor philosophical explanations. The

only explanation is convention--people have decided and agreed that cer-

tain graphic shapes will symbolize certain sounds and sequences of

sounds in spoken language. This is true, as we have already pointed out,

for the "difficult" orthographies as well as for the "easy. "

The complexity of the symbol has nothing to do with its function, in

spite of the widespread but unjustifiable notion that simple symbols

have correspondence with sound while complex symbols represent ideas.

(There are a few Chinese characters that are simpler than some Roman

letters!) The readers of all written languages are "getting" sounds from

the written or printed page. Even so-called wo:xl writing., such as Ara-

bic symbols for numbers which speakers of many languages see the same

but read differently, evokes an oral response to the graphic stimuli. 28

2. 3. 2 Symbols are Decoded Automatically

One of the criteria and evidences for automaticity Di the hearing-

speaking skills is that the form, or phonetic shape, of the speech sinks

below the threshold of attention. The same situation, but more complex,

prevails in the reading-writing skills.

28Ibid. , p. 22.
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As the mature reader reads, two systems of symbolization sink

below the threshold of attention--the graphic representation of sounds

plus the phonetic (vocalized or internalized) representation of the mean-
I awls 4.1) wawa& a.%iilvd01 VAL WL/I.GALL/* Writirsg as a system of secondary- r-epresentation

for meaning, and sound as a system of primary representation for mean-

ing are functioning simultaneously, although the reader is aware only of

what he is reading--the content.

Fries calls this the "Stage of 'Productive' Reading, " and has

described it excellently. 29 Again, we must remind ourselves that, this

is an accurate description of the reading process of the reading of all

languages, regardless of the complexity of the orthography.

2. 3. 3 Dual Symbolization's Hierarchical System

A writer encodes from meaning to sound (oral or silent) and

then from sound to orthography. The reader decodes from orthography

to sound (oral or silent), and then from sound to meaning. Bloomfield's

scientific reading methodology, as presented by Robert C. Pooley, rec-
ognized and utilized this phenomenon. 30

It is at once apparent that there are three systems of associa-

Uons functioning in the act of reading--one between orthography and

sound, one between sound and meaning, and one, the hierarchy of asso-

ciation, between the two basic systems:

ASSOCIATION

ASSOCIATION

orthography sound

ASSOCIATION

sound meaning

29Fries, p. 205.

30Pooley, X 5.
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It would be absurd to propose that in a serious attempt at lan-

guage communication the orthography-sound association skill might be

learned independently of the sound-meaning skill, and then merged at a

later (iota 1.1.1 complete the skill of root-ling. (As a matter of .ract, Dr.

Howard Mc Haugh= sited examples of Indian children learning to

"read" Spanish, and ivigiranao children learning to "read" Arabic with no

comprehension at all. In the same way one might learn to "read" the

Scriptures in Hawaiian quite fluently, apart from any intention to under-

stand them.) Reading is an intrinsically linguistic skill. It must not be

separated from any of its component aspects. The reader of the orthog-

raphy of any language participates in a highly complex system of repre-

sentations and associations which he learns by bringing the component

aspects into cooperation with each other.

2. 3. 4 See-Say-Think Sequence

Implied already in this thesis is the correct: sequence of decod-

ing which prevails during the act of reading. Linguists are certain, be-

cause of the nature of symbolization which is basic to their science, that

the sequence is, as some elementary school educators clearly put it,

"see-say-think. "

When people talk it is intended that meaning is to be elicited

from the sounds; when people write it is intended that sounds will be elic-

ited from the graphemes, and that meaning, in turn, will be elicited from

the sounds.

The process from meaning to orthography, using our chart on

the previous page is:



i

ASSOCIATION

orthography sound

29

ASSQCIATION
f

ASSOCIATION

sound meaning

The process from orthography to meaning (whether some mature

readers bypass the intermediate stage of symbolization is immaterial) is:

ASSOCIATION

ASSOCIATION

ASSOCIATION

1
1

orthography sound sound meaning

The process of the skilled "ideational" reader might be charted

in the following way:

ASSOCIATION
I 1

ASSOCIATION ASSOCIATION
I

sound sound

orthography

4.1111 ..,,

meaning

Our conclusion with respect to "ideational" reading is that since

we are interested in reading pedagogy we must ignore the fact that some

adults do indeed engage in "see-think" reading, and concentrate on the

fundamental "see-say-think" sequence.

Our conclusion is supported by many educators and linguists,

including Thorndike, who says that the "SEE- -think what it means" peda-

gogy will cause interference and confusion,31 and Gudshinsky who ob-

served the opinion of some "that thinking is impossible without speech,

31Barnhart, p. 12, quoting a letter from Edward L. Thorndike.
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at least on the higher levels. "32

2. 3. 5 Sound Internalization

The "see-say-think" sequence in reading leads us to the last

point in our analysis of the act of reading, sound internalization. This

phenomenon, although very interesting, and the subject of much research

and discussion, is not fully understood. And since it would be impossible

to deal with such a complex phenomenon, we will mention its only in its

linguistic significance- -as a by-product of the sight-sound relationships

established by intersensory transfer.

What is sound internalization? Can it, or should it be avoided

in pedagogy, or in mature reading?33 Is it possible to acquire the read-

ing skill without some kind of sound internalization? How important is

sound internalization in visual language skills ? Surely deaf and dumb

readers know nothing of sound internalization. )

Does sound internalization include the movement of the lips

while reading? Is it the almost imperceptible movement of the muscles

of the speech apparatus while reading( Is it deliberate mental imagina-

tion of how what one is reading sounds in speech? Or is it an even more

abstract, rapid conceptualization of sound values?

Awareness by the reader of the sound values of the orthography

being read cannot be denied, and the language learning process by which

such awareness is established is for this writer, the linguistic, and

therefore the most important factor.

A mere glance at a series of Er .fish segmental grapheme; or

32Gudshinsky, p. 2.
33DurreU, p. 159.
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at a morphograph used in Japanese writing instantaneously elicits an

auditory response. In the case of nonsense syllables tor, nonsense mor-

phographs, which can be constructed in Japanese) meaning is not even in-

%m1tres/1 twirl 4Irstrivslablyt tip
IF %ray WIPS4.1111 .114411 II Male ~MI1147 1041. aoime-1 to ivfornsilimari mnrnantArily hanre4 vn

calization.

Whatever it might be called, or however it might be explained,

it is this immediate, abstract conceptualization of phonetic shapes which

are responses to visual shapes that is one of our goals in Japanese read-

ing pedagoW

2.4 Acquisition of the Reading Skill

2.4.1 Exposure as Fundamental

Exposure to the subject matter of the world is a fundamental fac-

tor in any kind of learning. The acquisition and the utilization of the skill

of reading depend upon one's exposure to the orthographical system. The

efficiency and skill with which material to be learned is presented, the

ability of the learner to assimilate it, the frequency and intensity of con-

tact with the material, plus many other factors, are variables in the

learning process; simple exposure of the intellect to the subject matter

remains the indispensable constant. An excellent presentation of how an

individual's exposure to language content results in learning, is given by

Lado in Chapter 4 of Um e

The signification of phonemes by graphemes is learned through

repeated association of auditory with visual symbols. Our interest in

this section is the phonemenon by which various levels of association and

symbolism are established -- transfer. The ability to transfer a system

of verbal symbolization to graphic symbolization, and vice versa, is to-
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tally dependent upon simultaneous exposure to the two systems, in learn-

ing as well as in utilization. And understanding of the nature of the trans-

fer, the direction of the transfer, and the results of the transfer (fit), is

important in a valid approach to reading peclagnr3;

2.4.2 Intersensory Transfer

Three experiments in dual modality exposure and intersensory

transfer are of particular interest.

Postman and Rosenzweig found that learning does occur across

modalities, that auditory knowledp does positively reinforce visual

learning, that visual knowledge does reinforce auditory learning, and that

auditory stimulation produces better responses.34

A year later Weissman and Crockett reported on an even more

specific language learning experiment entitled "Intersensory Transfer of

Verbal Material. "35 These men focused attention on undirected transfer

across modalities, although our interest is in deliberate instmetion from

an oral foundation to visual skills. Still iley found positive results,

which they point out contradict some earlier statements denying that audi-

tory experience will generalize to visual perception. They conclude:

"These results indicate that transfer does occur from auditory training to

visual discrimination. The processes mediating the transfer are not,

however, clear. "36

34Leo Postman and Mark R. Rosenzweig, "Practice and Trans-
fer in the Visual and Auditory Recognition of Verbal Stimuli, " The Amer-
catL.129.....A....zgyJurnalPs cholo 69 (1956) pp. 209-228.

35Stuart L. Weissman and Walter H. Crockett, "Intersensory
Transfer of Verbal Material, " Journal of Applied Psvchologv, 70, (1957),
pp. 283-285.

361bid., p. 235.
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The most linguistically significant experiment confirming inter-

sensory transfer was conducted by Pimsleur and Bonkowski in 1961. The
first and last paragraphs of their report are quoted here:

One of the main argumeni-; against the teaching of the spoken
foreign language in high schools and colleges maintains that there is
not enough time in the average course in which to teach both speaking
and reading. However, some writers contend that students who learn
first to speak the language wily within the normal course time, catch
up to or perhaps even surpass m reading ability those who have been
taught reading all along. The argument of those who espouse this
view will be bolstered if it can be demonstrpted experimentally that

xal learning facilitates visual learning.'"

Positive transfer was found in both directions, It was suggested
that the aural presentation has a greater facilitating effect upon the
visual presentation than conversely. The subjects took fewer total
trials to learn verbal material both vivally and aurally when the ma-
terial was presented first aurally and then visually. These findings
seemingly offer some support for the view that aural instruction pre-
ceding visual instruction may have advantage over conventional meth-
ods of language teaching if the goal is to achieve proficiency in both
reading and aural comprehension, u8

As early as 1946 Reichenberger reported that one of the results
of the Army Specialized Training Program language training was the ease

with which the students learned to read after acquiring control of

speech. 39

In short, intersensory transfer means that speech skills will

generalize to and reinforce reading skills, and that reading skills will

generalize to and reinforce speech skills.

Linguists have long been aware of the phenomena operating be-

tween the oral and visual language skills, A greater understanding of the

37Paul Pimsleur and Robert J. Bonkowsid, "Transfer of Verbal
Material Across Sense Modalities, " final of Adgational Psyakkgya
52 (1961), p. 104.

38=1. , p. 107.

39Arnold Reichenberger "Report on the Teachin. of Beginning
Italian in the ASTP at the Ohio State University, " de
gala 30 (February and March, 1940, pp. 89-97 an
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phenomena, however, has been achieved by educational psychologists

through research and testing. It would seem well br linguists to devote

more interest to the findings of those who are interested in dual-modality
learnincr and internpymnry trnmeArt and engage. in sSuillar research aliZo.

There is a great need for more knowledge on intersensory language learn-

ing--knowledge that might prove to be pedagogically productive.

2.4.3 Major and Minor Directions of Transfer

It is practically a universal rule that exposure in language begins

with auditory stimuli and proceeds to visual stimuli. The auditory stimuli

are received and handled by the infant several years before he can do the

same with visual stimuli. Moreover, auditory stimuli are more complete,

more vivid, and more accurate as far as language is concerned. Lado

characterizes the auditory and visual skills as total and partial experi-

ences, respectively:

Reading and writing are partial skills and exercising them consti-
tutes partial language experiences, whereas speaking and listening
are total language experiences. The person that learns total skills
can more easily learn the prtial ones than vice versa. `iv

The linguist, in keeping with the principle of the primacy of

speech, is quick to recognize the fact that the most natural and efficient

language learning transfer takes place from the primary to the subordi-

nate skills. On the other band, he is just as quick to recognize the exist-

ence and value of transfer in the other direction. Since posltive transfer
is functioning in both directions, the language teacher should use such
transfer to the fullest.

40Lado, La....magaZ ....=oleac pp. 43-44.
41.
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2.4.4 Result of Intersensory Transfer--Fit

By bx the most important linguistic reality to be observed as the

result of exposure to two systems of language representation is fit a
term mentioned in the Introduction of this thesis. The term seems to

have appeared in linguistics writings in comparatively recent years.

Gleason explained, "We refer to these relationships between structures

in written languages and structures in spoken languages as fit. "41

"One-to-one correspondence" is the popular term describing the

ideal sound-sight relationship, and Lado explains it in this way:

Regularity of fit. Ideally a writing system should have a one-to-
one relation between its symbols and the language units they repre-sent. That is an system should have one letter for each
phoneme of the language and no more. And each symbol should al-
ways represent the same phoneme. Similarly, in syllabic writing or
logographic writing there should be one symbol for each distinct syl-
lable or word, no more and no less. In actual fact, except for some
theoretical writing system devised scientifically and used scientifi-
cally, we never find that ideal situation in any of the writing systems
in we. A symbol may represent various phonemes, the same pho-
neme may be represented by vuious symbols; sometimes there are
more symbols than phonemes.`"

It is significant that Ledo recognizes the possibility of allabic
fit as well as segmental fit, for the situation that prevails in some lan-

guages, including Japanese, is one in which all the graphemes represent
the syllables of the language.

Fit, then, is the meeting place between the two systems of lan-

guage symbolization--speech and writing. Given sufficient exposure, to

these two systems of representation simultaneously, aja written symbol,

sequence gLsvmbols can temsent any sound or muence of sounds.

41/1. A. Gleason, Sr. , An Introduction to Descj.,=xmL4 uisi tics
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and WEEtTE,"1"=,737n.

42Robert Lado, Linauistics Across Cultures (Ann Arbor: Uni-
versity of Michigan Press, 19-574- p. .
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And there is nothing mysterious for logical) why certain symbols repre-

sent certain sounds; it is purely arbitrary convention.

A corollary to this is that the writing systems of all languages

are "phonetic. " Hay and Wingn# for example, renligrnitz trt knaiet, that

lish is not a "phonetic" language; 43 but what they mean is that there is

irregularity in its writing system, or that more than a minimum number

of symbols is used to represent the sounds of English. As Bloomfield,

Fries, and other linguists have pointed out, English is, within the frame-

work of certain spelling patterns, a "phonetic" language, and once

learned, the spelling will elicit sounds--the phonemes of the lancruage--

for the reader.

This writer, obviously, and for the purposes of pedagogy, pre-

fers to minimize the difficulties of fit. The ability of the human intellect

to attach significant relationships between sound and symbol is unlimited.

There are over 200 ways in which the 26 letters of the English alphabet

represent the segmental phonemes of the language. This is a compara-

tively small learning load. But if every word in English were spelled

such that there were no observable correspondence patterns between pho-

neme and grapheme in any pair of words, we might say that the fit was

10096 irregular. Nevertheless, if a reader, through sufficient exposure

and instruction somehow managed to fit the proper phoneme sequences to

each written or printed word, so that when he read, the printed words

automatically elicited the correct phoneme sequences, we would have to

admit the achievement of a kind of phonemic fit.

Take words "gone, " "have, " "of, " "saucer, " and "bury, " for

43Fries, p. 147.
INNIMINNIMONNI
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example. These are highly irregular in English, yet the average reader,

having established unique fit for such special cases, reads them quite

unaware of the irregularities. Exposure, transfer, and association have

hciornlano thorough in such cases. The same can be true for more difficult

systems given sufficient exposure, for in all systems, fit exists.

"Regular fit, " and "irregular fit" are, therefore, relative con-

cepts, applicable to observable patterning (or lack of it), and useful in

describing and teaching reading."

44Bloomfield and Barnhart, p. 125.
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CHAPTER DI

JAPANESE READING- -THE ORTHOGRAPHY

3.1 ja nese Ada t.m_pati...on .Chamters
Chinese writing was ideographic for a relatively short time, 1

but the characters have been representing units of Chinese and Japanese
speech-- words, morphemes, and phob.emesfor many centuries. There-
fore, the characters are more correctly described as logographs, 2 and
in the case of Japanese, mornhocrraphs.3.

In becoming graphic symbols representing words and morphemes

the characters have thus acquired a phonographic function., 4 and it is this

change from ideographic to logographic and morphographic writing that
interests us most. Their new function is of far greater linguistic impor-

tance than any historic, ideographic use

Within a hundred years after the introduction of Chinese litera-

ture into Japan around 400 A.D., Japanese scholars were :anding ways to
001111*,

valswommormisearimerrinswerelmamommartirmiorenamememsoolwmarem.mmuml

1"Chinese Language, " EtLczclawseclia Britannica1 30th ed., Vol. 5.
2George Sansom, An HistoricalGrammar, a ese (London:

Oxford University Press, l928), p. 2.

3This term, possibly an entirely new word, more accurately
identifies the function of the characters as they are used in Japanese writ-
ing since they more generally represent the morphemes of the langtuge
rather than the words of the language. Indeed, the morphemes repre-sented by the characters, though often words, are even more often bound
morphemes.

4Bloomfield, Lat. jmge, p. 288.

zl'ilnrx'Powrnow"*ecwr'mr,""ClrsFqrA,,
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graphically represent their own language with Chinese characters. 5 How

this feat was achieved for a language so totally different from Chinese

phonologically and grammatically will be reviewed briefly.

3.1.1 Chinese Characters Borrowed for Meaning

The first device that Japanese scholars invented for writing

their language was that of stringing together series of characters which

they knew from their study of Chinese could. represent certain morphemes

in a Japanese sentence. The characters were written, of course, in the

Japanese grammatical order, with inflections (absent in Chinese) clum-

sily handled, and all intended to be read by the reader of Japanese in his

own native language. Thus the earliest literature was written with Chi-

nese characters functioning, as we have mentioned for their semantic
value, as true ideographs.

3.1.2 Chinese Characters Borrowed for Sound

The second, and more linquistically significant discovery was

that Japanese sounds could be represented by Chinese characters that

represented similar sounds in the Chinese language. Of course, Chinese
phonemes were quite different from japanese phonemes, but the Japanese

scholars gave them "quasi-Chinese" pronunciations to fit the Japanese

phonemic system, and the characters were made to stand for Japanese

phoneme sequences. 6

Volumes of poetry, prose, and oral traditions were thus written

with Chinese characters used for their "phonetic value. " The earliest,

5Sansom, pp. 1-400

6 fl'-"vt-ttti jE "1:wiptit, 314A, 114-6 )pp. 121-123.
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and for that reason the most famous work written by such a technique was

the Man'yooshuu. 7

3.1.3 Chinese Characters as a Basis

for the Sy]labaries

Scholars noticed, as they wrote and read Japanese literature
represented by the phonetic use of Chinese characters, the obvious fact

that they were t:onsistently using the same groups of characters to repre-

sent the same Japanese syllables. Many sets of kana were thus decided

upon to represent the forty-seven to fifty basic syllables of Japanese, 8

several of which remain in use today. (Unusual syllabic representations

can still be seen frequently. )

While the famous priest Kooboo Daishi is credited with finally

organizing the hiragana system, Hashimoto has this interesting comment
to make:

It has been said that Kooboo Daishi produced hiragana and that
Kibi Shibi produced katakana. Although this view came out during
the Yoshino Era, it is impossible to believe. The syllabaries were
made spontaneously by many people who tried to simplify the Man-
yoogana they were using then. One or two persons could not have
done such a work. The syllabaries, which were not standardized in
the early stages, having various characters for the same sound, were
unified gradually throughout many years. If a particular person had
created the syllabaries and hid taught them to the people, there would
not have been such disorder.

Although these syllabic orthographies are virtually entirely dif-
ferent systems from the morphographic system, it is well to remember
that the syllabaries were in fact derived from the characters, and that

many of the source characters are still used side by side with the syllabic

7Ibid., pp. 124-130.

8Sansom, p. 41.

)t- , pp. 126-127, trans. D. P. Crowley.

1
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orthographies, each fulfilling a separate function. For this reason the

student of Japanese orthography is often surprised to find that certain of

the morphographs and syllabic chaxactrs that he has been studying were
1014 el+now14 eiba1 4:10%" ear% inr," "'kw 4no% in
&baba $014,11.1.4W %WavAGIolv=.11;11

3.1.4 Chinese Morphemes Borrowed

The major difficulty of reading modern Japanese orthography can

be traced to the ancient custom (simultaneous with the foregoing three de-

velopments) of borrowing Chinese morphemes as well as morphoqraphs.

Unquestionably, the morphographs were borrowed by writers for literary

purposes, then taught to the readers as morphemes whose sound had been

restructured to fit the Japanese phonemic system. Five distinct ways in

which Chinese morphographs and morphemes were thus incorporated into

the developing system of Japanese writing are listed by Tokiedav, 11

In addition to the problems of an enormous number of borrowed

morphemes coming into the language-- morphemes that the Japanese felt

should be represented by the same characters that had been representing

them in Chinese, an almost hopeless situation of homonymy developed.

Tone differences, and other phonemic entities that were significant in

Chinese were lost in Japanese phonemic restructuring so that, as a mat-

ter of fact, reading and understanding the characters in Japanese became

more difficult than it had been in Chinese.

The borrowed morphemes were predominantly nouns. Thus, an

extremely practical and interesting combination of character and syllabic

writing developed, and has continued until modern timesborrowed Chi-Im
14Naoe Naganuma, Kann_ Booi Book One (Tokyo: Choofuusha

Co. 1955), pp. 1-16.

11 efAte4,--ki, lEtt- ( '-'i'.1,t143-11s,IT4-0) pp. 104-114.

Mr3Sr941,n, ARIXTSke.tnaVAIMONEOZOKIWAMArrerrirrirrOPMMORIMMTNIT,MMTR.Or werrrrin. orremorswicrmr.akwir.owsro.rmmekvr.rneIrrari...mnNwr
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nese morphemes used es content words represented Dz m 0h m amp w #

with Japanese functors and inflections represented la the svllabarv.

3.1.5 Chinese Characters Representing

Japanese Morphemes

Another interesting, but with the invention of the syllabary, to-

tally unnecessary utilization of morphographs was their designation as

representatives of traditional Japanese morphemes. Thus, in modern

Japanese many morphographs represent both the morphemes with which

they entered Japanese from Chinese, plus a Japanese morpheme of simi-

lar or identical meaning.

A glance at any morphograph lexicon will illustrate the impor-

tance of this situation. The Chinese allomorphs are called "on readings, "

and the Japanese, "kun readings. " (The status of the multiple "readings"

of morphographs as allomorphs of the same morpheme is indeed ques-

tionable in many cases. It is an unusual phenomenon, and should be given

more attention, both from descriptive and pedagogical points of view.)

3.2 Major Problems in anese Reading

3.2.1 Multiple lvtorpherne Representation

by Morphographs

With a morphograph representing both Chinese and Japanese

morphemes there are situations (but not as many as one might expect)

where the reader is not certain, when he reads the morphographs, which

morpheme is intended.

An example is ti , which can be read either toozen or

atprime, the former being borrowed from Chinese. The meaning is
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identical in either case. (The custom of inserting an appropriate charac-

ter from the syllabary between them when they represent Japanese mor-

phemes, as ..' t) -6 , is not as prevalent as formerly.)

The seriousness of this problem dimillisilAS; linwAtYPri, as a film."'

trol of spoken usage is achieved; the ear begins to guide the eye, and the

reader anticipates the intended sequence of morphemes. Control of spo-

ken usage is not altogether the solution, however, since there is some

disparity between spoken and written lexicon.

Although this is true in many languages that are also written, it

has been observed to be more so in Japanese. An investigation of the Na-

tional Language Research Institute's frequency count showed that some

words very common in speech were infrequent in writing, and vice ver-

sa. 12 Thus a person very conversant in the spoken language has to learn
r

to read many words he never hears or says, and a person who tries to use

in speech all the words he knows in reading will sound strange. The solu-

tion to the problem of multiple morphemic and allomorphic representation

of the morphographs is, of course, a good balance of both auditory and

visual skills.

3. 2. 2 Homonymy

Unquestionably the major problem that developed with the intro-

duction of Chinese characters and morphemes was that of homonymy. As

has been mentioned already, identical sequences of segmental phonemes

distinguished by suprasegmentat tone phonemes in Chinese became merely

homophonous morphemes, which were distinguishable in writing but often

12The National Language Research Institute, Research on Vocabu-
la i Cultural Reviews Part 1 - Vocabuleur Tables (Tokyo: The Na-

onal nguage esearc Mute, 1.
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unintelligible in speech.

Through the centuries many have been eliminated deliberately;

some have disappeared for want of use. Nevertheless, the mathemati-

cally possible combinations of morphograp'ns and the homophonous mor-

phemes they represent is astronomical. The National Language Research

Institute found 48, 000 homonyms in their study and considered 6,000 of

these to be basic, high-frequency lexical iterns.13

Some of the more common homonyms are listed below (without

their morphograph representation) to illustrate the problem of homonymy.

The Romanization of the homonyms, and of other Japanese morphemes

mentioned throughout this thesis, is that known as the Hepburn system.

It does not feature a one-to-one phonemic-graphemic correspondence,

but is led rather on the way readers of English, using Romanization,

would most likely produce certain sounds of Japanese. The sequence

/slit for example, is shi in Hepburn Romanization. Since this thesis is

not a description of either Japanese phonology or grammar, and since it

contends that Romanized study of Japanese should be supplemented as

soon as possible with materials in the traditional orthography, the writer

has chosen to use the more easily read Hepburn system. The writer sees

no reason why, as Jorden has said, the use of that system should hinder

the learning of the conventional orthography. 14

13The National Language Research Institute, ja anese Homon
and its Problems (Tokyo: The National Language Research nstitute,
19611, p. 27.

14Eleanor Harz Jorden, Be -nnin Ja ese Part I (New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, p. xlvii.
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bei-shi American newspaper; American magazine

byoo-fu sick father; sick husband; sick wife

doo-sei same name; same sex

fu-bai no selling no buying

hen-kyoku changing the melody; musical arrangement

ju-shoo receiving a prize; awarding a prize
t

ka-ji fire; housekeeping ..

ka-gaku chemistry; science

ko-jin ancient people; the deceased; individual

kok-ka, nation; national flower; national song

koo-gai outside the grounds; outside the school; outside

the suburbs

kyoo-kai church; association

kyuu-koo no lecture; school closed; express

mei-ron popular view; unsound argument

noo-fu male farmer; female farmer

rai-shu next week; next fall

ryoo-shi both gentlemen; both fishermen; both cities;

both newspapers

ryoo-shin conscience; parents

sei-an definite plan; political plan; correct plan

sei-ron sound argument; political argument

sei-sake production (the arts); production (manufacturing)

sei-shi paper manufacture; silk manufacture

shi-ei municipal; private

shuu-kan weekly; weekday

soo-zoo creation; imagination
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in the body; in the womb; in the corps (as in

Peace Corps)

tei-on low temperature; low sound

zen-gi-in feifem4r member of the "c-Tolioe; 0'1-0e-tars of

the House

zen-ki previous term; whole term

Some of-the homonyms are exactly opposite in meaning; such as,

"municipal, " and "private, " yet contextually similar. Some, also con-
textually similar, are similar enough in meaning to cause confusion; such

as "chemistry, " and "science. " (These two examples are in fact the

source of daily and constant misunderstanding) It is obvious that such a

situation as this must be coped with efficiently and methodically.

For example, the phonemic areas in which the most homonymy

occurs, and which therefore will need to receive special attention in

learning and teaching are easily determined by finding those phoneme se-
quences which are represented by the most morphographs. Thus /koo/
is represented by sixty morphographs, and /syoo/ by fifty-nine.

3.3 Modern Sim=cation and Standardization

It is not suiprising that there has been continual pressure to

simplify and standardize Japanese writing. Extremely difficult, rare,
and unreasonable usages of morphographs had indeed been disappearing

so that by the end of World War II some 4,000 morphographs were in gen-
eral use and being taught in the schools.

3.3.1 Legislative Action

In 1947 the government decided to take action, and through the
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Ministry of Education Japanese writing was legislated. Kenji Emori of

the Ministry of Education outlines the legislative chronology of the steps

taken to determine not only the morphographs that were used in Japanese

printing and writing, but also the way in which the syllabary was to be

used to represent all areas of the language:

In order to simplify the Japanese language and characters, the
Current Use Character Table and the Modern Syllabary Spelling were
enacted for the first time as a concrete plan in November, 1946. The
supplementary Educational Characters Table and the Table of Pronun-
ciation of On and Kun for the Current Use Characters were drawn up
in February, 1948. Then, the Table of the Form of the Current Use
Characters was decided on in April, 1949,

Kenji Emori
Textbook Consultant, Ministry of Education15

The book in which the ab^ve statement appears gives (as well as

do other popular works) in detail all the points of the legislationchosen

morphographs, eliminated morphographs, regularization of the use of the

syliabaries, proper usage of syllabaries for inflectional endings and func-

tors, and additional morphographs for use in naming children.

This standardization was further enhanced by categorization. Un-

der the heading "Educational Characters," 881 morphographs were listed;

under "Current Use Characters, " 969, The "Educational Characters"

were further subdivided according to elementary school curricula: 46 to
be learned in the first grade, 105 in the second, 187 in the third, 205 in

the fourth, 194 in the fifth, and 144 in the sixth, 16 Control of the remain-

ing 969 is unofficially considered to be one of the prerequisites for high

15 ir1:ti to,t-m4 T.* Up. led fr) -1
4,M;62) tRATol 415, ft-i)p A

trans. v.v1. rowley.

16Andrew Nathaniel Nelson, Tleiern Reader's Za ese-En
lish Character Dictiona (Tokyo: Chailerrauldraimpany, s ers,

11,

7
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school entrance.

Since the standardization of the morphographs, it has been found

that twenty-eight important morphographs that occur in relatively high-

frequency words should have been included in the 1850 "Current Use"

list, and they were officially added. In order to balance these generally

accepted additions, it has been recommended that twenty-eight low-fre-

quency morphographs be dropped from the list. 17 There has been no leg-

islation to that effect, however.

The reaction of the public to government action in language was

that of nearly total cooperation. Many, howevera thought that the number

of general use morphographs should have been restricted even further;

some complained of too drastic a cut.

Newspaper, magazine, and book publishers agreed to abide by

the government's selection. Scholarly and scientific works, however,

continued to use rare and difficult characters according to the manuscripts

submitted by their authors.

In the meantime, the National Language Research Institute's stud-

ies have borne out the effectiveness of the legislation, demonstrating that

by and large the public is using only the morphographs selected by the

Ministry of Education. The morphemes represented by eliminated mor-

phographs are either being represented by the syllabary, or falling into

obscurity.

It is interesting to note, however, that although certain grading

criteria were observed when the 1850 characters were arranged in the

foregoing classifications, frequency counts, if they existed, were not en-.

1%1d. p. 1039.
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tirely considered. That is, certain "Educational Characters" are low-
frequency and quite non-productive in reading while some "General Use
Characters, " it is apparent from current research, should be learned by
children in the elementary grades. Had the National Language Research
Institute's frequency studies been available in 1947 it is certain that the

classification would have been somewhat different than it is now, On the
other bull to what extent the legislative standardization has influenced

usage and current frequency counts would be difficult to determine.

Since we are dealing primarily with the borrowed Chinese mor-
phemes and the way they are represented by morphographs in Japanese

writing, a breakdown of morpheme-morphograph representation is of in-

terest. The following is the result of the writer's tabulation of an official
listing.18

18 ;:r..14 pp. 5-86,
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TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION dF MORPHOGRAPHS
WITHIN THE 1850 STANDARD CHARACTERS

881 Educational
Characters

969 General Use Total
Characters

Morphographs that Repre-
sent only Japanese

, Morphemes 4

Morphographs that Repre-
sent only Borrowed
Chinese Morphemes 313

Morphographs that Repre-
sent both a'apanese and
Borrowed Chinese
Morphemes 564

Total 881

26 30

516 829

427 991

969 1850

-c.-

*.ffM7frorTw,'".''
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TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF MORPTIE IVIES
WITHIN TEE 1850 STANDARD CHARACTERS

881 Educational
Characters

969 General Use
Characters

Total

Number of Japanese
Morphemes Repro-
seated 629 474 1103

. .

Number of Borrowed
Chinese Morpheme
Represented 1026 985 2011

Total Number of All
Morphemes Repre-
sented 1655 1459 3114

The following are significant interpretations of the foregoing

tables: (1) While the number o morphographs that represents o Japa-

nese morphemes is -very small, the number that represents only bor-

rowed Chinese morphemes is large--an indication of the fundamental

function of borrowed Chinese morphemes being represented by morpho-

graphs; (2) Japanese morpheme representation by morphographs is not

the major problem; there is nearly a one-to-one ratio; (3) The greatest

morpheme representation load is among the 881 Educational Characters--
an indication of their relative importance; (4) An orthographical system

consisting of 3114 morphemes represented by 1850 graphemes presents

a formidable teaching and learning task.

Another extremely important tabulation showed that the 2011 bor-

rowed Chinese morphemes consist of gay 286 different hponelt...2e combina-

2
.-Ntatti*Vitaga,'
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tims, gmences, This is a ratio of approximately one phoneme com-

bination to six morphemesanother indication of the extent of homonymy

in Japanese.

3. 3. 2 Private Interest

There are in Japan, just as there are in the United States and

other countries, private individuals who press for language reform, par-

ticularly in the area of writing simplification. Such activity follows two

courses in Japan - -one for the total elimination of morphographs and ex-

clusive use of the syliabary, and one for the total adoption of Romaniza-

tion.

The opposition is quick to point out the drawbacks, and arguments

usually center around how best to deal with homonymy, since either Ro-

manized or syllabic writing would result in thousands of identically writ-

ten homonymns.

It would seem that a candid and realistic evaluation of the situa-

tion would lead to either adoption of the alphabet or syllabary, especially

since contextual and lexical environment usually provide the proper mean-

ing for homophonous morphemes. Although the combination of rnorpho-

graphic and syllabic writing does indeed facilitate reading Japanese, more

practice in an exclusively alphabetic or syllabic orthography would un-

doubtedly produce a comparable measure of fluency.

While the proposals and activities of private organizations in lan-

guage reform are based on sound principles, the reality of literary tradi-

tion must be faced. It is inconceivable at this point that over 1850 more.

phographs will be abandoned in Japanese writing. The Japanese continue

to learn their own writing system with efficiency; they are among the most

esarrAmaim-simMmwrogiwavcomeremwromitamelempwaimnrawirimmtfilsMI,IliERIMIltilyprItiW,.

..., ................*w.v.....x.s. 8.4.4.M...aLtt.ii...d't..),.**Aii.Ni....,.464ediati&04sic.:.t...Z.4.1644:...,426:iiiiiiiiiief=0tiiellftsaliraiss
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well-read people in the world. Reading instruction in the public schools
continues to be dealt with as a very real and important language goal.
Children acquire slowly, methodically, and surely an admirable control
of reading And writing during their first six years of school.

It should be noted in passing that Romanizatlon of Japanese is in-
dispensable for scientific purposes. For centuries, until the introduction
of a segmental- alphabet, an accurate analysis of Japanese grammar was
impossible. But there are still scholars who insist upon describing Japa-
nese morphology and syntax in terms of syllabic units.

Romanization is also necessary for teaching Japanese as a for-
eign language. The student of the language should not be bothered with
the conventional orthography until a breakthrough is made into an oral
control of Japanese phonology and grammar°

3.3.3 Language Learning Texts and Research

The most notable contributions to the control of Japanese orthog-
raphy by adults learning it as a foreign language have been made by Naoe
Naganuma through his reading courses. 19 Additional help may be gained
from other more recent publications, such as Mode nese20 and An
Introduction to Written J'anele. 21 However, a survey of the =mho-
graphs and words presented in these works indicates that more attention
could have been given to frequency and structural relationships. More-

19Naoe Naganuma, Revised N =ma Readers (Books I-V111,
Tokyo: Choofuusha Co. , 195 .

20Mieko Shimizu Han, Moslem,La,meat (Los Angeles: MikadoPublishing Company, 1962).

21P. G. O'Neill, and S. Yanada, An Introductio4 to Written Iva-em (London: The English Universities Press, Ltd., f96).
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over, a phonemic alphabet is used throughout the latter, without any de-
scription of the phones--an impossible learning lask for the foreigner.

Character dictionaries seem to have been one of the more popu-

lar techaiques by which scholars, Japanese and foreign alike, have at-
tacked the reading of Japanese. It seems to be a popular idea that a

unique arrangement of the morphographs is the key to gain control of

Japanese reading. Thus, besides the historical classification according
to the 214 radicals; there has appeared a variety of novel systems in re-
cent years. One of the new character lexicons proposes to guide the stu-

dent into a fluent control of Japanese reading simply through a better ar-
rangement of the 1850 characters, 22

Private individuals have also given results of studies in the form
of both texts and reports to help in pedagogy. Such writings appear fre-
quently, claiming and displaying various levels of linguistic understand-
ing. In general very formalistic and philological presentations of Apa-

nese orthography, quite non-significant from the linguist's viewpoint,

continue to prevail. Presumably, while much attention will undoubtedly

continue to be given to these historical, ideographic, and literary aspects
of Japanese orthography, linguistically significant aspects will need em-
phasis. Thus there will remain a need for more research in reading

Japanese orthography from a structural linguistic standpoint, and for the
purposes of more effective pedagogy.

22Florence Sakade, ed. , &Guide to 1,;-!and Vfrltir cT japa-
mag, (Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle Coritiatit-1-959),:7:
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CHAPTER IV

JAPANESE READING PEDAGOGY

Widespread interest and extensive writing in the field of reading

pedagogy was discussed in Chapter U. It is advisable for the linguist
working in the field of Japanese reading pedagogy to discover and apply as

much relevant material from other sources as possible to his own prob-
lems. That is the purpose of this chapter. Specifically, we are inter-
ested in: (1) The student's readiness for beginning Japanese reading;

(2) Development of the best materials for the program; and (3) The
most productive techniques to carry it through.

4.1 Reading ss
There is unquestionably a most advantageous time to begin the

Japanese reading program. Beginning reading the traditional orthography
too early will cause interference in the audiolingual program. Beginning
too late will deprive the student of available intersensory transfer and re-
inforcement. Many students of Japanese are advised to attack reading
after they have achieved mastery of the speech, and so have never gotten
around to it. This writer maintains for Japanese what Lado said of lan-
guages in general: "There is no need to postpone reading until complete

mastery of the language has been achieved. "1

The ability of the student to cope with visual language stimuli has
been popularly termed "reading readiness, " and discussions of it are to
MINIIPOINIMOINI11111111111MONMMINIMPONVINOW

1Lado. La...gm e11..21'eachin p. 138.
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be found everywhere in educational literature.. As far as teaching chil-
dren to read is concerned, muscular coordination, motivation., and other

such developmental factors are extremely important. We assume the
"1"1"""0 e'11 4l* ii as we appma.uu Luc wdAzany at 'raptness..t. - _

..era, SILL

adults.

By far the major characteristic of reading readiness is oral con-
trol. This statement is a corollary of the principles already established;

namely, the primacy of speech, and the function of writing as representa-

tion of speech. Nida insisted that the student "should concentrate on one

system of symbols at a time, and it is fundamentally necessary to give

priority to the acoustic symbols--the sounds. These processes

should not be confused by employing them at the same time. "2

As a matter of fact, children who begin learning to read in the

first grade of primary school will be found to have an oral- language abil-

ity far beyond that presented in beginning reading material. 3 Fries main-

tains that children can be taught to read within a year after they have be-

gun talking satisfactorily, 4 While t_a transition from oral stimuli and

2:_rna to visual is not considered IA timg *tuassga' anclesman to be

difficult, learning to read without a,deauate gml...gdn kills

Durrell stated clearly, "Ear training is essential. to all work in

beginning reading. Unless it is given by direct instruction or acquired

naturally by the child outside the school, the child will have difficulty in

2Nida, p. 48.

3Durrell, pp. 91, 96.

4Fries, p. 187.
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learning and remembering words in print. "5

Another quotation from Nida is significant in this connection:

58

Igt1

---

Another mistake in language learning is the habit of placing read-ing ahead of speaking. Undoubtedly there is much to be gained byreading, but printed-symbols are only graphic symbols for acoustic
(sound) symbols, and to learn a language we must make primary useof the primary system of symbolization, the spoken form of thelanguage. 0

Maximum progress in reading depends upon progress in speech.
Oral language development sho aid run ahead of reading development at all
times. Oral control of any language will facilitate learning to read it,

provide the proper clues to its graphic representation, and clear up all

"pronunciation difficulties. " Mistaken pronunciations of graphemes are
in inverse proportion to one's control of speech. When one studies read-
ing, the ear must gide the eye.

It is clear, therefore, that instruction in reading the conventional,

orthography of any language should begin shortly after phonological and

grammatical control of it have been achieved in speech so that one's
knowledge of the spoken language can be easily superimposed on the writ-
ten language.

The precise time for the transition from exclusive auditory stim-
uli to both auditory and visual 'stimuli is difficult to determine. Some in-
dividuals seem to benefit more than others from early intersensory rein-
forcement. In any case, literate adults seem to depend more upon, and
benefit more from visual stimuli til.q.n do children.

This writer insists that anyone who can say short complete sen-
tences in Japanese with fairly accurate pronunciation and speed can and

5Durrell, p. 205.

6Nida, p. 10.
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should begin the study of the traditional orthography. This reading-read-

iness level of oral control of Japanese can be achieved within fifty to one-

hundred hours of intensive audiolingual study- -a course of one to three

months of hearing-speaking practice. The student of Japanese should at-

tack the traditional orthography as soon as heyhas thus achieved an initial

oral control.

4.2 The Valid Text

A basic premise of this thesis is that foreign language reading

texts should be based on the audiolingual phase of the language program.

Texts are often classified in two ways: those that guide the student into

his oral control of the target language, and those that guide him into his

reading control of the target language. For most languages the same text

can be made to serve both purposes from the very beginning of study. For

others initial oral control is best achieved in a familiar orthography, such

as Romanization. Still, Japanese reading lessons in the traditional or-
thography should be introduced as soon as possible to provide positive

transfer to oral skills. As Brooks said, the student "is entitled to use

materials that not only give him ample scope for attaining competence in

the audio-lingual band, but also provide for continued activity in the for-

mer as advance is made in the latter'"?

The use of text material such as Brooks advocated, however, has

not been the rule in Japanese language programs. Reading texts have not

been developed that can be used in the audiolingual program--texts that

feature the most strategic sound-symbol relationships and the most pro-

ductive lexical items. To be sure, a large percentage of such material

?Brooks, p. 71.
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does find its way. into every fapanese text, but its value is limited by the

presentation of insignificant items and of significant items in non-produc-

tive ways.

Discussing the need for givii-Ag the student of reading the advan-

tage of every possible clue to strengthen his visual skill, Fries had this

to say about the scientific development of reading texts:

But for the efficient development of these habits of automatic rec-
ognition on the part of the pupil, the material for his practice cannot
ignore these clues. They must be selected and organized in such a
sequence as to lead him through all of the major and some of the mi-
nor spelling-patterns. The progression of the material must be so
programmed that each new item d whatever length is tied by a sim-
ple contrast to an item formerly practiced. The simple contrasts
used should always be of items within. a whole pattern, never of items
less than a word:, The basic principle of the learning and the teach-
ing should always be contrast within a frame. bk

4.2.1 Relevancy and Frequency of Content

In order for the student to achieve the dual goal. of control of

J'apanese orthography and speech, the text must feature the most highly

relevant and frequent morphographs--those that are used to write words

of Chinese origin used in everyday speech. Other :items, frequent in writ-

ing and printing but not in speech, should also be featured.

The recent and authoritative frequency counts used to determine

the most strategic graphemes and words to feature in the basic text are

those done by the National Language Research Institute in 1957, 9 1960, 10

iazz,

8Fries, p.

9The National Language Research Institute, Research on Vocabu-

10I'he National Language Research Institute, The T.7e_fWritten
Forms in Ja nese Cultural Reviews (Tokyo: The Natibi
searc ittute,

1.1.11 " fiel667.S.,41.444A444Asadwa
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and 1961.11 How they are used in this thesis is described in full in Chap-

ter V.

4. 2. 2 Graphic Patternings

Groups of high-frequency morphographs 'among-which exist iden-

tical components, similarities and minimal graphic contrasts should be

featured also. Most morphographs used in Japanese writing are either

simple, easily recognized symbols, or combinations of several such sim-

ple symbols.

4. 2. 3 Graphic-Phonetic Patternings

Of primary importance linguistically are the interrelations of

speech and graphic patterning. The text designed from the standpoint of

structural linguistics should feature such correspondences.

The teaching of English reading has profited by many studies of

word frequency, grapheme frequency, multiple grapheme ("blends, " "di-

graphs, " etc.) frequency, and of the interrelationships between word and

rapheme frequencies. There are many analogous situations in Japanese

speech and writing, and these should be featured in the valid reading text.

That is, series, or groups of morphographs that have a graphic component

in common, and that consistently and frequently represent the same

speeCh sounds should appear in the beginning lesson materials. These

are the graphic-phonetic patterns that underlie the development of what

this thesis calls dual modality structure drills.

4.2.4 Dual Modality Structure Drills

Dual modality structure drills are drills in which the significant

"The National Language Research Institute, amass Homonymy,
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substitution illustrates not only a contrast in speech but also in orthog-

raphy. Such drills are extremely difficult to develop for Sapanese, but

are possible. Quite often the words in which the same morphograph oc-

curs are of a different lexical class; conzequently the same frame cannot

always be used to illustrate the morphograph or group of morphographs.

Often, only two contrasting, minimally different sentences are possible.

Nevertheless, the value of structure drills in which there is a

minimal contrast both audially and visually cannot be overestimated. By

such drills, tigniELant sight-sound associations are established simulta-

neously, cml control is enhanced, and intersensnry transfer and rein-

forcement function at high efficiency.

Another contrastive pattern drill, possible in a very few cases,

can illustrate homonymy. The oral rendering of the sentences in such

frames would be identical; only the morphograph in a particular slot

changes, illustrating the possible homonyms in that position.

The significance of this kind of drill cannot be overemphasized.

The concept is simple and basic to the discipline of structural pedagog-

ical linguistics, and the results will be found to be immeasurable in both

the auditory and visual programs.

Besides these short basic grammar structure drills, which will

be illustrated in Chapter VII of this thesis, idiomatic and colloquial sen-

tences in which the key morphograpbs and words occur could be included,

with paragraphs used later. As the program progresses, other kinds of

drills and additional materials to teach the morphographs can be dis-

covered and utilized.

1

i3V^,grelt.aw0....ke*b.G'
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4, 2. 5 Meaning to Sound to Orthography

The conntruction of the reading text must proceed from meanin .cin

with which the student is familiar in the target language, to the solmds

that symbolize those meanings, and with which he is also familiar, to the

granhemes that he is learning to read. This is the application of the see-

say-think principle presented in 2.3.4. Meanings presented in the basic

reading course are thus limited to relevant, frequent items already in the

student's oral control. Ideally, all of the reading exercises should be

prepared in advance so that they can be presented in the audiolingual

course. The learning load for the student of Japanese speech is enor-

mousphonology, grammar, idiom, etc. --and it is a great mistake,

when he does attack the orthography, to require him to figure out unfa-

miliar meanings and sounds from the page. The develo)ment of the valid

text must anticipate control of the meaning and sound of its exercises in

the audio-lingual program.

4. 2. 6 Grading

Grading in the early stages of Japanese reading presents no real

problem Japanese phonology should be well under control before attack-

ing the orthography. The student also should have fair control of Japa-

nese basic grammar patterns before attacking the orthography. This

means that the subject matter for initial reading is broad, and much work

can be done before giving much attention to lesson grading.

4.3 Use of the Text

The period during which the student passes from the total audio-

lingual program (utilizing Romanization), to the combination audiolingual-

- Amvereftr.-..owesrmaramvsnomminAPPWROMPIRRIEMPrrnvyxcizivrvntws.totr.momirrrapoRvr.wpizpsrftrrpayrxrowtormur
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visual program (utilizing both Romanization and conventional Japanese
orthography) is the :transit1.21420. Fries explains that in the transition
Caatthe graphic shapes should be limited, that they should be learned in

sequences (not in isolation), and that the student should know that his g3ai

is simply to connect the graphic shapes with his own speech. 12 Lado has

listed eight steps in teaching reading, l3 the first four of which are rels-
vant to this transition and roughly parallel to the following tech-
niques.

4.3.1 Attention to Wholes and Parts
Since the text is to be developed with the interrelationships of

speech and writing in mind, such patternings must be pointed out deliber-

ately. Perception of patterning showing similarities of form, distribution,

and meaning will hasten language learning.

The structural linguist's concept of significant contrast within a
frame provides us with a rationale for handling the wholes and pads of
written Japanese. Gudshinsky summarizes a related concept--fField

Theory of Learning" --and applies it to the teaching of :reading:

(1) The whole is more than the sum of its parts.
(2) The parts of a given whole are structured; that is, they are

in relationship to each other and to the whole of which they are parts.
(3) Parts and wholes are never absolutes for every whole is a

part of some larger whole, and every part is a whole to some smaller
Part.

12Fries p. p 126

13Lado, Laic, i c TeachhE, p. 134.
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As these assumptions are applied to the teaching of reacting, itcan be seen that the teaching of isolated parts, apart from their re-lationship to each other and to the wholes of which they are a part, ispsychologically unsound. Effective teaching begins with wholes, an-alyzes their parts in relationship to each other, and shows the wholesas related parts of larger wholes. 14

In teaching Tapegnese reading the znorphographs, words, and sen-
tences must be attacked as wholes, but the parts must also be identified
when they are in contrast with other parts, and when they are members
of a sight-sound pattern. The graphemes of the fapanese sentence should
not be treated as independent items, but as members of larger structures,
Drawing attention to these facts should be easy, the exercises in the text
having already been developed insofar as is possible by the contrast-
within-a-frame principle.

In the linguistically sound approach the student sees the written
language in the reading text, and hears the spoken language simultane-
ously. The contrasts, similarities, wholes and parts, and relationships
between what he hears and sees are either pointed out to him by the
teacher, or he recognizes them himself. Bloomfield felt that this was
the key to teaching reading to children. 15 This technique has been found
to be effective in all language by literacy specialists,16 and elementary
school educators as well. 17

Fries put it as follows:

lust as the process of talking rests essentially upon respondingto the significant bundles of contrastive sound features, so the proc-

14Gudshinsky, p. 3.
15Bioomfield and Barnhart, p. 10.

16Gudshinsky, p. 55.

17Darrell, p. 205.
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ess of reading rests essentially upon responding to the significant
bundles of contrastive graphic features that represent those con-
trastive bundles of sound features. 18

In pointing out the "bundles" of sound- graphic features, we are

dealing with the more or less "regular" patterns, which should be incor-

porated into the text after careful structural and frequency analysis.

In summary, morphograph reading is a sort of word reading,

yet many morphographs are both members of larger pattern systems, as

well as being made up of smaller parts of lesser patterns. Lado ob-

served: "Even Chinese characters show recurring partial elements and

minimal contrasts. Take advantage of the recurring partials and high-

light the contrasts." 19

Isolates on the other hand can be learned only by identifying them

as Isolates and by exposing the student to them many times.

4.3.2 Prior Oral Control and Comprehension

Since our fundamental goal. in beginning reading is not to "get, "

or figure out sounds from. the graphemes but to attach sounds to the

graphemes by association and intersensory transfer, the entire sequence

of sounds and their meanings represented by the graphemes In a particular

sentence or exercise should be given the student first. This technique is

the fundamental application to Japanese of sections 2.3 and 2.4 of this

thesis ("An Analysis of the Reading Process" and "Acquisition of the Read-

ing Skill"). It is the logical way to use reading materials developed ac-

cording to the principles outlined in the first two sections of this chapter.

In short, figuring out sounds and meanings from the page should not be

18Fries, pp. 124-125.

"Lad°, kagaggatigzacn 135.
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required of the student; both should be supplied.

It will be well for us to emphasize this oral approach to reading

by examining further the statements of several educators and linguists on

this extremely important use of scientifically developed reading materials.

With respect to teaching children to read their native language, Dolch

says, "The method here is for the child to 'know what the sentence says'

first and in that way find out what each word says. "20

Martin's analogous statement, intended for target language read-

ing pedagogy is, "The student SHOULD NOT READ THE COMPREHENSION

MATERIAL BEFORE HEARING IT. If he does, most of its value is de-

stroyed. "21

Lado advises, "The student should not be asked to transcribe

whole utterances or even read them without having heard and imitated

them. "22

Brooks says, 114, the learner must at first read and write

what he already knows how to say. The ear must for a time guide the

eye, only later can this process be reversed, in the reading of ma-

terials not previously heard. n23

This then, is the proper use to which the text should be put.

With fluent oral control and comprehension of the text material the stu-

dent can efficiently associate the phonetic shapes of spoken Japanese with

the graphic shapes of written Japanese. The student's familiarity with

20Dolch, p. 154.

21Martin, p.
22Ladot ugamatrszesuLgi p.

23Brooks, p. 123.
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the audiolingual material and his control of it will provide immediate

trans-sensory learning potential.

The result of this technique is that familiar sounds are At to um-

familiar graphemes. Ultimately the graphemes will become a sort of

visual aid, eliciting oral, conditioned, high-speed responses that are the

fundamental elements of reading.

4.3.3 Means of Auditory-Visual Exposure

Given the prior oral control and comprehension of the conven-

tional orthography reading material, the means are extremely lithited by

which the student can be brought into simultaneous contact with both audi-

tory and visual language signals. The student can either "read" the ma-

terial aloud by himself, fitting the sounds with the graphemes, or he can

follow the material with his eyes while hearing it read by an instructor or

from a recording. In either case the critical factor is the experience of

Waring the sounds and seeing the graphemes simultaneously.

4. 3. 3.1 Oral Reading

Oral reading has been criticized with varying degrees of sever -

ity, b*by ettaliz wbat Ina kinaidt9 eQ41'91111.the

program. the student of lananese is Mk increarsing c2W. 0210 and

mattatyl Eggallag agg Wog simpjgc ,svmbotg. School teachers

in Japan recognize the importance of auditory stimuli in teachtti reading,

for they have traditionally required boys and girls to read all their read-

ing lessons aloud. 24 Dolch explains this technique, "QtaLug maw

24Sansom, p. 5.
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Dcich's understanding of the primacy and vividness of speech in

language shwa be given much weight in Zapanese reading pedagogy:

"To the child, thinking, talking, and reading are closely re-
lated. .We also know that we develop expression by stimulating
talking. Therefore, we have children read aloud to stimulate thtnie-
ing and to stimulate expression. Bit reading aloud is, also esseisaal
to make sure that the cUld correctly matches sound and sight." ao

Both Lado27 and Fries28 advocate oral reading for beginning

reading instruction; this writer insists that it is a basic use of the text in

beginning Japanese reading.

4.3.3.2 Reading e Hearing f m an Qutside Source

In the early stages of language learning the student's store of

controlled oral material will soon be exhausted. After he has read aloud

all that he can comfortably control orally, his practice in associating

speech symbols with graphic symbols can continue with the aid of an out-

side source of speechthe instructor, or a recording, reading additional,

advanced material. As the material is read by the outside source, the

student listens and follows along in the visual modality. The speech is

supplied, immediately after which the student can practice recall and oral

production by rereading.

Guessing at, or struggling to recall the sounds represented by

graphemes is not a legitimate exercise in beginning reading. There is no

25Doich, p. 166.

lu 165.

rkadop Lnuaae Teactdng. p. 137.

28Fries, p. 207.
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virtue in a student's spending five or ten, or even two minutes searching
in his memory or lexicon for the sound represented by a morphograph
(as if he were working a puzzle), when it can be Immediately associated
with the sound it represents with the aid of the outside source.

Although this is potentially one of the most productive techniques

for establishing fit and increasing reading ability, very little has been at-
tempted or written about it. Four legitimate language learning goals are
accomplished: training in the aural modality, comprehension of the con-
tent, the establishing of auditory-visual fit, and (when the outside source
pauses long enough for the student to repeat the portions of the material)
recall and oral production.

This writer carried out two experiments in simultaneous audi-
tory-visual Japanese language learning for the "Methodology of Language
Teaching" and "Linguistics and Reading Seminar" courses at the George-
town University in the Fall of 1962 and Spring of 1963. Tbs experiments,
conducted with his own children, ages 5, 7, 9, and 11, whe were speakers
of Japanese, demonstrated the phenomenal rate by which the representa-
tion of sounds by morphographs can be learned when the sounds and mor-
phographs are encountered simultaneously, the sounds being supplied
from an outside source. 29

msarrwromerisk.
29Dale P. Crowley, "A Linguistic Experiment Testing and Em-

ploying the Principles of Learning in the Specific Area of Japanese tan-and Reading" (unpublished report for the "Methodolosv of LanguagePulling" course, Institute of languages and Linguistics, GeorgetownUdverdty, January, 1963).
Dale P. Crowley, "Linguistic Encounter--the Basic Element inListening- Speaking and Reading-Writing Sk:Ms" (unpublished report forthe "Linguistics and Reading" seminar, Institute of Languages and Lin-guistics, Georgetown University, April, 1963).
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4. 3. 3. 3 :ReadindA419.,Iria,
.i. ills writer has been unsuccessful in finding anything on the sub-

juct of using memorized material for beginning instruction in reading.
As a matter of facts there is widespread disagreement on the value of
memorizing both native and target language material. However, memo-

,
rization is a valid approach simply because there are hundreds of things
in every language that people say often, and always in the same way--
things which may as well be memorized by the student at the very outset
of his language study.

The best material for memorization in this case is not poetry,
great literature, etc. , but everyday conversational, idiomatic expres-
sions. The reading program can be anticipated by the inclusion of this
kind of material in the audiolingual program. Then, when the student
does attack, in the traditional orthography, the same material he has me-
morized orally, he will be in control of its sounds, grammar, and mean-
ing, and will need only to fit the speech to its written representation. Not
having to puzzle out the sounds and meanings represented by the writing,
he can concentrate on the skill that he is at that moment interested in
buildingoral response to visual stimuli.

In Part It we have discussed Japanese orthography and the way
the pedagogically oriented linguist would develop a program--including
both materials and technique- -for teaching the language student to read it.
in Part III we will develop a sample of such a text indicating the manner of
selection of the limited material, describing its development into a sam-
ple exercise, and giving in Zaranese a number of additional exercises.
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CHAPTER V

SELECTION OF MORPHOGRAPHS AND WORDS

FOR THE READING TEXT

The selection of lexical items in the linguistically sound reading

text must be based on the interrelation of two factors: (1) graphic-sound

patternings existing in and between the oral and written languages, and

(2) the frequency of the lexical items in both speech and writing. While

the graphic-sound patterning factor represents the learning potential, the

frequency factor represents the ultimate use "tential. Considerable re-
search has been done therefore, to find the most productive items in

terms of both immediate learning and potential use.

5.1 Al 1..aw_abetization of Mor4attsg,

LimmuteAby 1\19aLioasaRhs

It is almost imperative for the alphabet-oriented Westerner to

have an alphabetical list of the Japanese morphemes represented by the

morphographs in general use. There are many alphabetical lexicons of

the Japanese language, but all of them include thousands of lexical items

DA represented by morphographs as well as the thousands that are. Also

morphograph lexicons kasza Atm) are always in native-language ar-

rangements.

To this writer's Iciowledge there is no purely alphabetical ar-
rangement of only the morphemes represented by the 1878 standard mor-
phographs. Hence in preparation for the research demanded by this

73
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thesis, and in fulfillment of the "Japanese Structure" course requirement

at Georgetown University in the spring of 1963v the author completed a
dictionary of these items. This work, consisting of 3, 731 Gatries, has

bAcin of nnnirlArh1r. 17211113 Di tha clacs4firtoFionr IhAt 8.1%4 selection o:f arategic

morphemes and morphographs

The following is an illustration of a small portion of the alpha-

betical arrangement, taken. from a filing system in which it was incorpo-

rated.

TABLE 3

HA
tt

ha

M.W.7

71
tt

tt

haba
babu(ku) cili

HACHI . ../ %-
hada . ,...t-

hadaka . rA

hage(raasu)
i4

hage(mi) 9
hage(mu) . .,,

hageshi(i) . ?'*i.-1-,,-

haha . -t-33-

HAI
-t--4-II

tt

it

it

I, I INN IIIM

0

77""TOT
402

e 0 593
0 . 167

. 652
0 339

537
315

. 267
144
560
600
197

418
, , 622

. 380
693

. . 134
a 388

e a 734

U

The following are points to be observed from Table 3: (1) tradi-

tional Japanese morphemes are written with small letters, borrowed Chi-

nese morphemes with capitals; (2) there are some cases in the language

where both Japanese and borrowed Chinese morphemes consist of the
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same sequence of phonemes; (3) portions of words enclosed in paren-

theses are the so-called basic imflections2 or stfdixes, (4) the recurring

component in the morphographs under the MI entry is an example of
ef-rmirl-symbol groups; and udi ti.= numbers ;Ai the Jrayra, refer to the page

numbers in one of J'apan's most popular character dictionaries where all
the uses of a particular morphograph are listeds

562 I s 19.atioz...,Lo one tic Gro us

Reference has been made frequently in this thesis to sound-sym-

bol relationships and graphic- phonetic groups. Having arranged the mor-

phographs alphabetically according to the morphemes they represent (ac-

tuzily, according to the phoneme sequences), it was then considered nec-

essary and strategic to isolate groups of morphographs which represent

identical phoneme sequences and which possess identical written comp-

nents. The foregoing illustration demonstrates the important fact that un-

der the HAI sequence of phonemes there are three morphographs that bear

a graphic resemblance; namely, #_ , and o A total of 321

such groups were isolated, many consisting of only two or three members.

These graphic-phonetic groups of morphographs correspond to

Fries' English "spelling patterns, " and possess an extremely high learn-

ing potential, as explained in the preceding chapter.

5.3 A Correlation of Morigi.emeins,...111.9.

mans amts
The next step was to make the actual selection of the graphic-

phonetic groups of morphographs, as well as the isolated morphographs,

44 txa-tiA4, tiA
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which would form the graphemic core of the introductory lesson material

Frequency of occurrence of both morphemes and morphographs is clear-

ly the most relevant criterion. Fortunately, two new frequency counts

have been nint3A available within the ..nat seven yoors, in 1957 and 19°-'1.29

A composite, based on a correlation of the two, was then made, since the

usefulness of the two independent counts would not be as great. What we

needed to know was precisely which of the high-frequency morphemes oc-

curred with which of the high-frequency morphogmphs, and vice versa.

5,3,1 Tabulation of Morphogmphs Occurring as Often as

10 Times in 116,0M Words

Each of the 505 morphographs which occurred as often as 10

times in 116,000 words3 was written in a corner of a file card (see

Table 4), with all the morphemes (in some eases, allomorphs) that the

morphograph represents noted under i ON readings, " and "km readings"

(see 3,1.5).

The alphabetical listing of morphographs (see Table 3) was then

consulted to determine whether other morphographs shared the same "pro-
nunciations, " or "readings. " If so, that information was noted on the file

card under "Share the same ON readings, " and "Share the same kun read-

ings. "

At the same tine the listing of the graphic-phonetic groups (see

4.2) was consulted to determine if the morphograph belonged to such a

group, the result being noted under "Graphic-phonetic group. "

2The National Language Research Ivstitute, Researcja on Vocabu-
la....a and The Use of Written Forms.

3The number upon which the National Langua, Research Insti-
tute's 1960 report was based.
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5.3.2 Tabulation of the Frequency of Words Represented

by the Above-Mentioned Morphograpb

After the most frequent 505 morphographs and related data were
thus noted, the 1957 report was consulted to find the words in which they
occur, as well as their relative frequency of occurrence. This listing of
words was stopped at the level of occurrence of one time in 20,000, ap-

proximately 2,500 words having been foundadequate for the purposes of
this thesis. Each of the 2,500 was noted on the card of the morphographs

of which it consists (for example, CHIE100 was noted on the CHI and HOO

cards) and classified into high-, medium-, and low-frequency, according
to occurrences up to one time in 2,000, one time in 10,000, and one time
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in 20,000, respectively. Thus a composite frequency list of the 1957

word, and 1960 morphograph reports was achieved.

In order to more easily determine the most strategic morpho-
graphs to nresent in fhp hogiriniriv Tapn..nese reading lessons, the infor-

mation on the file cards was tabulated on regular-sized paper (61 pages),

one page of which follows (Table 5). Appearing on the tables in this fash-
ion, the relative importance of both morphographs and words is apparent.

504 gle.ion o.th.St/e 'a hoMo hs

By a simple evaluation of morphograph frequency, word fre-

quency, and graphic-phonetic groupings (based on the data illustrated by

Table 5), it was not difficult to select the morphographs that the begin-
ning student of Japanese reading should be able to attack most efficiently,

and with greatest productivity.

Specifically the criteria were: (1) nigh frequency of both mor-
phograph and words; (2) one-to-one, unique correspondence between

morphograph and phoneme sequence; and (3) a graphic-phonetic group
in which morphographs may occur, and the importance of the member

morphographs. (One morphograph in a graphic-phonetic group may be

important while the other members of the group are extremely insignifi-
cant, )

The morphographs were again charted as they related to these

three factors, after which the selection of 269 morphographs was made.

(Roughly one-seventh of those in current use.) The selected morpho-

graphs represent 163 phoneme sequences, roughly one-half of all the

borrowed Chinese phoneme sequences in use in modem Japanese. The

significance of the selected morphographs, words, and phoneme se-
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quences is seen by the fact that they are used to signal many of the most

frequent lexical items occurring in modern spoken and written Japanese,

the learning of which will be the fulfillment of two of our goEds-efficienc7
and prnrinalivity,

Only slight mention need be made of the many problems associ-

ated with this kind of research and selection. Although in many cases

several high-frequency morphographs represented the same phoneme se-

quence, the representation of that particular phoneme sequence by mor-

phographs was strictly limited to one. Consequerdiy, in the beginning

reading lessons some high-frequency morphograpbs and words, such as

benkvoo, and s ha of necessity passed by. These, of course, can

be encountered soon in subsequent lessons, or they can be presented in a

special list.

Again it should be pointed out that we are at this point seeking

only to establish a beachhead; multiple representation of homophonous

morphemes, avoided at the outset, can be easily handled by the student

after learning the controlled and more or less regular representation

patterns of the first 269 morphographs. Limitations have to be set; lines

have to be drawn. This we have always done on the basis of investigative

evidence, though somewhat arbitrarily in a few cases.

A certain number of the selected morphographs are alone in the

representation of certain phoneme sequences of the language. (They may

represent other phoneme sequences themselves, however.) They are the

following, and should be pointed out to the student, for in learning them

he should know that he is exhausting the possibilities of representation

for that particular phoneme sequence:
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ATSU 4 0 . A.--

BEI 0 X,...

BETSU 5'
HOKU . # I. . . . ;1-
KUU i/...

e 0 0 , CMEN

NAI yeij

REKI

RON G e ti fk

MIMI. . . (ft,.-

S Hursu . . .

ZEI It
This fact is a sidelight of the total approach, however, but dem-

onstrates how results of the research can be used to make the study of

Japanese more meaningful. The entire list of the 269 selected morpho-

graphs is presented in Chapter VI.

5.5 Selection of Words for the Exercises

The final step in the raorphograph-vocabulary selection was to

End the words that consist of various combinations of the 269 selected

morphographs. Obviously there is a kind of "reasoning-in-a-circle"

situation here since the morphographs were selected on the basis of fre-

quency of occurrence in high frequency words in the first place. But hav-

ing limited the morphographs on the basis of certain criteria. (5.5), it be-

came necessary to discover the high frequency lexical items that re-

mained, and that were formed by combinations of the limited morpho-

graphs.
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Again, admittedly, a few morphograph selections were actually

made because they were one of two morphographs in a high frequency

word, the other morphograph being one of those already selected. This

Procedure increased the validity of the entire selection of niorphographet

and words, since the occurrence of semantic groupings in the lesson ma-

terials was thus intensified.

The data for the selection of lexical items were the morpheme-

morphograph-word frequency tables (Table 5).

The grouping of the morphographs for study, and the writiag of

the drills to illustrate themthat is, the actual development of the lesson

materialwill be reviewed in the next chapter.



CRAPTER VI

DEVELOPMENT OF THE READING LESSON MATERIAL

The graphemes and lexicon selected by the methods described

in Chapter V were then grouped together into forty-six small units,

which we have called "exercises. " Those selected graphemes and the

number of the exercise in which they are presented are listed in Table 6,

Following this index to the exercises is a description, applied to the first

exercise (see Table 7), of the methods used in developing lesson mate-

rial from the selected graphemic and lexical items. An explanation fol-

lows Exercise One with the same procedure applied to each of the re-

maining forty-five exercises in Chapter VII. The Romanization for each

exercise Ins been included page by page.

Exercise One is further characterized by giving the English

meanings in Table 9. But since material has been chosen which the stu-

dent should already know from audiolingual lessons, meanings for the re-
maining forty-five lessons are not given.
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TABLE 6

INDEX OF PHONEME SEQUENCES AND MORPHOGRAP119
USED IN THE EXERCISES

Phoneme
Sequence

Morphograph(s) Represent- Exercise No.
ing the Sequence

AI

AN

AT-SU

BAKU

BAN

BEI

BEN

BETSU

BI

BU

BUN

BUTSU

BY00

CHI

CHIN

CHOO

CHOKU

CHUU

DAI

DAN

DEN

6
),....

. 15

* 417.7 i 13

.f±1. 45

.4..., 46

4_ . 1

.N
5

it 12

4'351 39

,tti a 6

tip 14

41, 4. 9

18

A 44

tt 31

4-1- 43RI
./-.

25

30

tk 24

16

25

44

14
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TABLE 6--Continued

Phoneme
Sequence

Morphograph(s) Represent-
ing the Sequence

Exercise No.

DO

DOO

DOKU

El

EN

FU

FUU

GA

GAI

GAKU

GEI

GEKI

GEN

GI

GIN

GO

GOO

GUN

GYOO

HAI

HAKU

HAN
OMINNIMIERIM111111111140=~11ime

0 Aeo,

V401
..443,

gt-A II.
. . 54 II.

. .

. . riii1....-k

. 9
/42).

kI\

}
. oi
. ti A * 4-t .

. t rK,

1_ i +IL:E.
. 6- II.

. . .

. . .

. . ffK

ca fca it. at -vita

. . RAix.0A%-... .

1

18

38

4

23

12

45

4

29

11

11

46

42

34

43

4

32

6

20

16

45

37
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TABLE 6Continued

ArmlirelremommirmosprPhoneme Morphograph(s) Represent-
Sequence ing the Sequence

Exercise No.

411110111111111111I
ANNICAMINIMINIMPIINOMMININV .0.111.11110

HATSU

HEI

HEN

HIN

HITS U

HO

BOO

HOKU

HON

HY00

I

ICHI

IKU

INn
SITS U

3`0

:00
U

XUU .

4, w

22

16

46

* 17

26

e 31

16

40

30

28

26

34

9,14
8

42

24

15

ef 26

17
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TABLE 6Continued

Phoneme
Sequence

Morpilograph(s) Represent- Exercise No.
ing the Sequence

R1TSU ..... 38

ROO 141 =7 18

RON 4 ia--t0111
12

33

,.,

RUI a 8.?.

,..:, RYAKU 24...,c., *--.3

R Y O M "C 43

RY00
44- 32

RYOKU s 45

SAl V: 5

SAKU 19

SAN it 20

SE "t 30

SEI 4-. At 1- 10K.

SERI VA 35

SEN 0 16

SETSU 23

SEA t 11

SHI =-A' -4,4k 400A 5: -it- riM
SHIN i Q:..) 24

slurs u 19

rti rir.r.iril

11111111111MONIIIIP

SHO pfr 7

SHOO *tAT 23
1111111111111111111111110, A1111111~0e11111111110

C-
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TABLE 6--Continued

Phoneme
Sequence

Morphograph(s) Represent- Exercise No.
ing the Sequence

voirlimas

RI:TOTM

SHU

SHUU

SHUTSU

SOO

SOKU

SON

SOTSU

SUU

SUI

TA

TAI

TAN

TEI

TEKI

TPN

TOO

110KU

TSUU

UN

WA

YAKU

ith tiV;I
13 1Y It%

ilLr

A/41;1

/r3--

tt.
Alc

klt

. .3*

. . it 0 tt

- T-4

. . .
. . . LT_

. . .

3

20

34

22

36

25

12

42

20

2

46

31

37

4:1

13

38

2

40

39

29

22

,,,Amillow
.alao,ua....c4+40*111
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Phoneme
Sequence

YO

YO0

YU

YUU

ZAI

ZEI

ZEN

ZETSU

ZOKU
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TABLE 6-Continued

Morphographts) Represent-
ing the Sequence

0 t 11
4 il
fil At- Iti

41 ,A24 31t1

...-
t,.

ik-

r.A.

Total Number of Phoneme Sequences:

Total Number of Morphographs:

Total Number of Exercises:

Exercise No.

0

68

163

269

46

13

17

36

7, 9

42

41

14

37

21
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TABLE 7

SAMPLE EXERCISE

2

3 fk:*--A-

4

6

1.

-.411.1111MUMMINIONNIONSIMMINIIIPOIMMI
1.1011.11101.11,11111111111111

t t-zA- -r.' 3

44E,

9

10 3 --4 }a rz 4vr171%.11- ri
12 )"-c44-"A

13

14
15

16
17

18

Line 1: "Exercise One. " Each of the forty-six lessons is enti-
tled "Exercise, " because the writer feels that they are, rather than les-

sons in the popular sense of the word, audioangual-visual drills that
lustrate a small group of morphographs and key words.

AltrillowrvigPwrimommir
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Line 2: The three morphographs chosen for presentation in

Exercise One were chosen to be presented together because of the high

incidence of their occurrence together. As anticipated, all of the 269

selected morDhographs fell into this kind of semantic gro Thim Rh,-

dents will be learning the morphographs in their most common environ-

ments.

Line 3: These are the "key words" of the exercise--the two

very high frequency words that the morphographs in the line above form

when in combination.

Line 4: Drill No. 1 illustrates the use of in two other words

besides the "key word, " . They are A and 4)-if... This
then, as explained in 4, 2.4 is the core of the lesson material--substitu-

tion drills that feature a visual as well as an auditory-morphemic con-

trast.

This drill also illustrates the presentation of morphographs

used for thei r kun representations (see 3.1.5). Although the learning

program proposed in this thesis does not focus on the function of Japa-

nese morpheme representation by the morphographs, such functions are
frequently included in the drills. The Chinese morpheme represented

by TT is IS04. and it is presented as such in Exercise 43. Here it is

being presented as the initial i in ikitai.

Line 7: Another frame using the "key words. "

Line 12: This sentence in Drill 3 is an example of one of the

difficulties of this approach. Often words in-which the same morpho-

graph occur are of different word classes and semantic areas. Conse-
quently the frame has to be modified to compensate for ,. terent kind

of word. Occasionally such words are presented in Prittrely different
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frames. One solution to this problem was simply to not present such a

word in a Frequently, however, the writer felt that certain lexical
items were so important as to give special attention, even if it had to ap-
mar in a 1-14ffgzrart+ fbsevhme.

vort.ftwow a. NoliZie Se1114.101.110

Line 13: "Reference. " At the bottom of each page is a list of

other high-frequency words in which the morphographs being presented

in the exercise occur. In some cases, as in the case of 4 , all the

high-frequency words in which it occurs were used in the pattern drill,

Drill 3.

The main criterion for the listing of words under "Reference"

was that the morphographs of which the words consist had to be one of

the 269 selected for the entire course (see Table 6). Occasionally, how-

ever, an important word containing one "new" morphograph, or having

an unusual pronunciation is also listed under "Reference, " in which case

it is enclosed in parentheses.

rmswewiummoirtwilliMPIPIN"-""
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TABLE 8

ROMANIZED VERSION OF EXERCISE ONE

DO

RENSHUU DAI ICHI

ICE BAN

Daihyoo Tango: ICEOX), ICHD3AN

1. Ichido tkitai des u.
Maido "
Kondo "

2. Ichiban ni dekirnashita.
Ichido it

Ichiji it

3. Ichiban wa dare desu ka.
Tooban
Kooban no hito wa dare desu ka.

SANKOO

Konnendo Ippun
Mainendc Iika
Rainendo Ittei
Sakunendo
Snunendo

00
tsu

ieN/ININEMINMENONNENNINIMONEOCVNINIII/N1

.e,

tC

11-
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TABLE 9

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF EXERCISE ONE

Time,
Occasion

EXERCISE ONE

One

Representative Words: Once, First (No. 1)

1. (I) want to go once.
every time.
thistnext) time.

It

It

2. (Re) completed (it) first.
it once.
It temporarily.

No. ,
Watch, Guard

3. Who is first?
" on duty (now)?
" the man at the police stand?

REFERENCE

This year's
Every year's
Next year's
Last year's
Several year's

One minute
One household
Fixed, set
One bag (of rice)
Bundle, summarization
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DO

99

RENSHUU DAI ICHI

ICHI BAN

Daihyoo Tango: MEMO, ICHIBAN

1. Ichido ikitat desu.
Maido
Kondo

It

2. Ichiban ni deldmasbitas
Ichido
Ichiji

3. Ichiban wa dare desu ka.
Tooban
Kooban no bit° wa dare desu

SANKOO

Konnendo Ippun
Mainendo Ikka
Ratnendo Mei
Salcuriendo Ippyoo
Suunendo Ikkatsu

-1"9111"1"1"191."1"TrIPIPW`VIPPromilPrimmlf-, t`'wwilmtgamiglWow#romrren.wrorgyq,

4
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NEN

101

tarrATOTTTTTT 11A 1171'
.111.164.1.111.1L.1. U JAILL

SUU TEN

Daihyoo Tango: NENSUU, SUU'rEN

L Nensuu ge. kakarimashoo.
Suunen no uchi ni yarimashoo.
Honnen
Sakunen no uchi ni yarimashila.
Kono shoonen wa mainen yokui srarimasu.

2. Suntan dake da to omoimasu.
Suunen
Shoosuu it

It

3. Watashi p itta no wa sono ten desu.
chuushinten desu.

CI shuppatsuten desu.
Honten ni itte rnimashoo.
Tennal "

SANKOO

konnendo nensuu shuuten
(kyonen) tensuu (ketten)
(kotoshi) (tasuu)
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MAI NICHI KON

Daibyoo Tango: MAINICHI, KONNICHI

I. Sono kata wa mainichi itte irnasu
maido it

mainen

2. Kyoo wa
Ni
konnichi

ppon
no mondai o kangaernashoo.

It Nichibei

3. Kongetsu no wadai wa oraoshiroi deshoo.
Rondo
Konnendo 11

SANKOO

rnainen sakujitsu (kotoshi)
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.) 3. Sono eit wa omoshirot desu.
it

105

5LIWICITYTITT a n evrrr
.1.111:1115:44 V

GO

Daihyoo Tango: EIGO, EIGA

GA

I. Rainen watashi wa eigo o narainaasu.
kokugo
gikokugo

It a
It

It

2. Kono Elkoku no eikyoo wa tstwoi desu.
" eiga " hanky oo It

SANK00

goi
go

gonyuu
soogo

317"'747171.11717M777
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RENSHUU DAI GO

BEI KOKU REN SA1

Daihyoo Tango: BE1KOKU, KOKUREN, KOKUSAI

1. Beikoku no jijoo o shirabete kudasai.
Hokubei
Beigun

2. Kore wa hijoo ni aikokutekl na hon desu.
kokkateki H

kokusaiteki

3. Kokuren ni tsutaete kite kudasai.
Renchuu

4. Sono hito we, koosai no imi o shiriraasen.
jissai
kokusai

SANKOO

Nichibei hongoku kokusat
(hakumai) zenkoku saijitsu

kakkoku
kokuritsu
gaikoku
eikoku
jikoka
chuukoku
kokugo
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RRITTUTIT TAT RnTCTT

RIKU KUU GUN BI JUN

Daihyoo Tango: RIKUGUN, KUUGUN, GUMBI, SUIABI

1. Rikugun ni iku tsumori desu.
Tairiku

2. Kuuld wa mienai mono desu.
Roketto wa kuukan ni raienaku narimashita.

kuuchuu . It

3. Kuugun o tsuyoku shimashoo.
Rikugun
Gtumbi it

4. Hitsuyoo na jumbbi. ga deldFashita.

SANK00

gunkoku (kaigun)
gunryoo (guntai)
gurnbu
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RENSHTJU DAI SHICHI

YUU MEI SHO YAKU

Dalbyoo Tango: YULIMEI, MEMO, YAKUSHO

1. Kore wa totemo yuumei nu. bon desu.
It yuukoo It

2. Sore vra. meisho ni natta soo desu.
meibutsu It

if meisan it

3. Yakusho wa doko ni ariraasu kEL.
Benjo. tt

4. Chichi wa yakunin desu.
It yakuin "

SANK00

shoyuu meijin issho (yakurae)
trakuba)
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RENSHUU DAI HACHI

JIN
IVIN

Daihyoo Tango: BOSUN, JINRUI

1. Kojin no koto o kangaete kudasai,
Jiko
Goko
Goko it

RUI

2, Dare ga jinrui no koofuku o shitte imasu ka." jinsei ft

ningen

3, Sht4in ni kiite kudasai,
Gaijin
Gunjin H

4. Watashi no ani wa jinruigaku o benkyoo shite Inas%
bunruigaku

SANK00

kotei minki
koshi tanin
kogo shokunin
Modal)
Cganko)
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RFINRITIITT VV IT

JI BUN

Dallyoo Tango: J1YUU, J1BUN

1. Hontoo no jiyuu ga arinlasu I.
ft riyuu IT

2. Kore wa jibun no mono desu.
jikoku "

3. Sono buburt wa dame desu.
" bunko° 11

SANK00

kakuji daibun
jidoo juubun
(jisbin) Idbun.
(seldY12) thambun)
(Ireiyu) (zuibun)
Oceiyu) (tabun)

(bunretsu)

51Z6Vd4liraii:OwiIL, ^4.
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KATSU SEI ICAKU

Dalhyoo Tango: SE/KATSU, SEIKAKU

1. Donna seikatsu o spite imasu ka.
" katsudoo it

2. nisei no ayumu beki michi o kangaemashoo.
Gakusei 11

3. Sono seishitsu wa nakanaka kawa.rimasen.
" josei

4. Ano seikaku wa ii desu.
" naikaku "

Ano kata ni wa juubun sbikaku ga arimasu.

;:iANK00

ikkatsu seisan jinkaku kakuchi
bassei Isakuboomen kakuji
(seito) kakkoku shukyaku

ryokaku
(toakkan)

, ,nr1,1Wens"vpope,
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RENSHUU DAI JULTICIU

NYUU GAKU SHA GEI

Daihyoo Tango: NTUUGAKU, GAMMA, GEISHA

1. V.amonaku nyuugaku itashimasu.
nyaumon "

2. Daigaku wa toterao suki desu.
Gakumon fl

Gakusha it

Gakkoo

3. Dooshite sakusha ri kikimashita ka.
roodoosha

4. Sore o gakugel to iiraasu.
It geisha

SAYKOO

yunyuu gakubu gyoosha (chosha)
shutsunyttu shoogaku yakusha (shafutsu)

chuugaku (isha)

Wprnmr.K.K.V...
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RENSHUU DAI MUNI

BEN FU MAN SOKU

Dam° Tango: FUBEN, FUMAN, 1VIANZOKU

1. Fuben ni narisoo desu.
Fusoku II

Fuan ii

Fun= il

Fuhel ti

2. Manzoku desu.
Marvin "

3. Kono ktmi wa manzoku elite imasu.
'I fusoku II

SANKOO

banjo fudoosan
(benri) futoo

sokuon
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REMIXTU DAI ZITOSAN

TEI YO

Dalbyoo Tango: ANTE; YOTEI

1. Antei shita seikatsu wa dekimasen ka.
Anshin shite It

.....

2. "Antei" to iu kotoba o katte kudasai.
"Teian" 11

3. Yotei shita kyooiku wa bitsuyoo da to omoimasu.
Rid it

4. Teishutsu shite kudasai.
Teian It

5. Yotei shita okane wa ikura desu ta.
Yosoo 11

Yoldn it

SANKOO

hoar (teiboo)
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RENSIIUU DAI jUt13131

BU NAI

Daihyoo Tango: ZEMBU, NAIBU

1. Zerabu o mitara wakaru deshoo.
Zenkoku

2. Sono jidoosha wa nalbu ga dame des%
zembu
ichibu 11

3. Kawata kun Ewa naigai no koto o yoku shitte imasu.
tt kokunai
Is naimu

SANK00

anzen hOmbu naikaku
zenryoku buchoo kanal
zemmen gakubu

gumbu
bunion
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RENSHUU DAI SUUGO

X00 AI

Daibyoo Tango: WOO, ALTO°.

1. "Moo" to kaite arimasu.
"Aijoo" to

2. Tsuyoi alkokustiin wa ii koto desu.
" aijoo It

SANICOO

jiko
g.unji jihen
jigyoo

Q4;5.'4,742=
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RENSHUU DAI SUUROKU

HEN TAI SEN HO.KU HAI

Daihyoo Tango: TAIHEN, TAISEN, HAIBOKU, HAJSEN

1. Chuui shinai to taihen na Moto ni narimasu.
Mien ni narimasu.yi

2. Taisen ga moo sugu hajimarinasu.
Tai kai

3. Tool!. wa hlieilcuto tukoto ga nakatta yoo desu.

4. Tooji no haiboku ni tsuite ohanasbi kudasat.
" hokubei It

SANKOO

tairiku senryaku
daiji (sensoo)
daigaku (shippai)
juufti (hokkaidoo)
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RENSH vu DAL ;11Tal-IPICH7

Y00 JUZT

Daihyoo Tango: HITSUYOO, JUU700

1. Hitsuyoo de nakereba kotowarimashoo.
Juuyoo

2. Shimpai spite iru no wa, juuyoo da kara desu.
juubyoo
juudai "

SANK00

bumpitsu shuyoo
hitsuyoohin (koshi)
yookyuu

A
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RENSHITU DAI 31TOPHACTE

UN DOG ROO Btfl$U

Daitwoo Tango: UNDOO, ROODOO, DOOBUTSU

1. Undoo o shtte imasu ka.
Unkoo

2. Ningen wa roodoo o suru mono desu.
1, koodoo 11

katsudoo

3. Dono gurai no roodoo desu kai
roochin

4-. Sekai ni via iroiro no doobutsu ge, imasu.
seibutsu "
jimbutsu "

SANKOO

judoo sambutsu (hommono)
jidoo bussan (kembutsu)
bandoo bussbitsu (tatemono)
dooryoku (kuroo)

xki44.11
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RENSHUU DAI ZUUKTUU

SAKU HIN slimy MON

Daihyoo Tango: SAKUHDT, HLNSHITSU, SHITSUMON

1. Gendal no sakuhin ni tsuite ohanasbi shitai to omoimasu.
it sakka 11

2. Yoi hinshitsu rd chigal arimasen.
" busshitsu 11

" seishitsu It

3. Slaitsumon wa dekiru dake coke spite kudasai.
Gakuraon 11

Hoomon IS

sagyoo
sakusen
assaku
sakunen
sakWitsu
sakusan

SANK00

honshitsu nyuumon
bunion
shimon
(gimon)

4A844*iMi6ow,Ac'
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RENIEWU Dili ISTITE1

SHOKU SOTSU GY00 SAN

Daibyoo Tango: SHOKUGYOO, SOTSUGY00, SANGY00

1. Nix na slt) o da to omoimasen ka.
le

2. Watashi no ane wa sotsugyoo shimashita.
It sotchoku desu.

3. Sagyoo wa itsu kara hajimarimasu ka.
Zugyoo tt

J'igyoo II

4. Konnicbi no Nippon no sangyoo wa ikaga desu ka.
ft sambutsu "

SANK00

shokuin noogy seisan (kyoosan)
(shokkl)

oo
Inman (zaisan)
fudoosan
suisan
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RENSHUU DAI NITUUNI

WA HEI MN SHUU

Daihyoo Tango: HEIWA, HEIMIN, M[NSHUU

1. Donna koto ga atte mo helm da to omoimasu.
II heild it

11 suihei II

2. Edo jidal no heintin wa fukoo deshita.
ii jimmin II

II noomin II

3. Minshuu no ikon o motto Idku beki desue
Minkan II

4. Watashi wa taishuu ni mukatte yuldmashita
II gasshuukoku "

SANKOO

(kyoowa) (ieiya) minshu
(heikin) noomin
(Ivibon) minzoku
(koohei)
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RENRIVTUT TAT t1iTT,TrMA.14

SETSU EN

Daihyoo Tango: SHOOSETSU, ENZETSU

1. Sono shoosetsu o gozonii desu ka.
" shoonen it
If shoojo
If shoohon

2. Doo mo sono enzetsu wa yoku wakarimasen deshita.
shoosetsu
ronsetsu11

SANK00

shoogaku (kooen)
shooshoo (setsumei)
gaimushoo
shooryaku
kooshoo
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RFNM-TUTT A I "MT T HIJAW)

JO CHUU RYAKU SHIN

Daibyoo *Tango: JOCHUU, CHUURYAKU, CHUUSHIN

1. Sochuu wa yume o raotte iru to omoimasu.
Shoojo
Choojo
J'ijo

tt

t

I I

2. "Chuuryaku" to iu j1 o kakinasal.
"Senryaku" It

3. Sono chuushin wa doko ni arimasu ka.
" shinri

SANKOO

I I .

(two]) chuuEskr. ryakugo kanshin
renchuu (sbinryaku) (shinapal)
chuuritsu
chuugoku
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RENSHirti DAI NiartriFfICELT

DEN KEI REKI

raillyoo Tango: KEIKENt KEIREKI

1. Keiken shift hit° de nakereba waliaranai deshoo.
Fikken I

Suken I

Kono kami. ni anata no keireld o kuwasbiku kaite kulasal.
H ketken

3. Wat-ssbi wa nanihei no keiyu ga ichiban ii to onadmasu.
keiongakti 11

Nippon de wa, sekehreert o daiji shines%

SANFOO

kooken kenyaku (chikakei)
kensatsu hoken chokkei
=Ikea (kiken) trekisbi)

ketru
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REMITTTTIT OAI AITITTURACRI

MI RAI

raihyoo Tango: TM!, MIRAI

f`

1. Sono imi wa yoku wakritaesu.
tf" ketsui

2. Kare wa hontoo ni tairai ga ara hito desu.rairyo

3, Rainen no koto o kangaemashoo.
Raise 11

igal

ken)

3ANK00

Ural renal
gairai
honrai
(shoorai)
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RENSHUU DAI SANjUU

CHOKU MEN HY00

Daihyoo Tango: CHOKUMEN, HYOOMEN

1. Chokumen shite hanashite kudasal.
Sotchoku ni !I

2. Kono raondai o zemmenteld ni kaiketsu shinakereba
narirnasen.

Kono mondai o gaimenteki ni kaiketsu shinakereba
narimasen.

Kono =tidal o naimenteld ni kaiketsu shinakereba
narimasen.

3. Sono hito no byoomen wa totemo ii desu.
hyoogen

tt hyoojoo

.0FX,422FM401110NINFIFFWMTIIWP,,*"*.PA.M..NR .MWT.P1Alt,

SANK00

ho omen hy000n
chooraen happyoo

hyoosuu
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o, ATMI%.

RENS:Era DAI SAN-MI-CBI

TA HCO CHI HYTU

Dalhyoo Tango: TAHOO, CHM00, CHIKYUU

le. Tahoo nara kjoroshii desu.
'rank 11

2. Kyooiku wa sono chihoo ni yotte cbigalmasu.
it hoomen

3: * Chikyuu ni wa takusan no busshitsu ga ariraasu.
&Iambi it

4. Yookyuu ni tsuite motto sill/Ital. desu.
Denkyuu
Kyuizeigun 11

SANK00

ippoo chiri.
hooben (chijoo)
(rvoohoo) (kyuukyuusha)
(boohoo)
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RENSHIRT DAI SANZIRISIU

SHU GI IN

Daihyoo Tango: SHUGI, GUN

1. Uekawa kun wa minshushugi al shitagatte imasu.
11 ano shujin

2. Aru hito wa girl. no tame ni jibun o gill. ni shimashita.
11 gimu
It gikai
ii Ugi

3. Kyoo valeta kembutsunin wa minis glin bakarl desu.
!I

jishu chuugi (gishlki)
shuchoo kYoogi kalin
shuyoo 1. manin

ron ingaku
gichoo min
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YU SHTJTSU HATSU ON

Daihyoo Tango: YUSHUISIT SHUPPATSU, HATSU3N

1. Core wa yunyuuhin desu
" yushutsubin "

2. Shutsugen sure kanoosei ga aru to omoimasu ka.
11

Shusse
Shuppan

11

3. Yoteidoori ni shuppatsu saseru koto ga deldmashita.
happyoo 11

basset 11

4. Sono hatsuon wa hakkiri shite imasu.
" sokuon

(yusoo) teishutsu batsuon ompyoo
(yukai) (bakken) onln
setsuya (hassba) (ongaku)

TOMMInsWirArrr,
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R F N Q I : T n e i e 7 1 / TX' IMITrit7T

TAI ZETSU

Dalbyoo Tango: HANTAI, ZETTAI

1. labiali hantai ga ariniashita.
" bandoo "

2. Sono kaitraekata wa szeoottiltret de.r.

..vamsmaimsawa .

3. Zetsudal no kesshin o bitsuyoo to sbiniasu.
Zekkoo It

SANK00

hambel sh .1* ,' , tairitsu (nintai)
bane' (ka ills.; n) tainichi
banal eppan taigai
bansei (Ctgoban)

)
taishoo

(bambal) taishoo
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RENSHTTLT DAI SANJUIDIACHI

DOKU Rrrsu TEKI MOKU

Daihyoo Tango: DOKURTISU, DOKURITSUTEKII MOKUrEKI

1. Ooku no hitobito wa dolwritsu shite imam].
if dokugaku

2, Sore wa chuuritstgekt na kangaekata desu.
" tairitsuteki

3. Watashi wa mokuteki no nai koto o shiraashita.
Memboku

SANK00

dokuritsuteld kokuritsu (yakume)
dokatoku jiritsu (chuumoku)
(dokushin) riPra (mokuhyoo)
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RENSEULT DAX SANIUUKYITU

TOKU BE` U' KU

Dathyoo Tango: TOKUBETSU, KUBETSU

1. Kore wa tokubetsu na sbinamono desu.
dokutoku /I

tokuthoo no aru sbinamono desu.

2. Mach' no kubetsu o shiraberu no wa muzukesbil des%
ft chiku ii

SA,NKOO

hite!. (sabetsu) (kuchuuyaku)
(tokushu)
(tokken)
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RENSEUU DM YONUU

SRI HON TOO

Dathyoo Tango: SEWN, HOMO°

1. Anata wa shibon o motte Ina! no desu Ia.
it shikaka 11

it shikin It

2. Sore ga kare no honsblu da to wa omowarenal.
bongoku It11

honied ii

3. Kono jidoosha wa raada toobun tsukaeraasu.
If sootoo It

SANKOO

sidryoo hontoo tooji
busshi b.onuen tookyoku
shinion hombu (toozen)
(sbisei) shoohori (bentoo)
(shida0 honshitsu

, ... ...AP WINIFf4.111.00~016.0001116...,410411gt
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REIISHIR7 DAI "f01.\731.1171CHI

KTN ZEI KAN TAN

Dai .hyoo Tango: ZEMIN, KANZEI, KA.NTAN

1. Kondo no zeikin no tame n1 totte okinazal,
ti yoidn

2. Sono kanzei wa sootoo na mono deshita.
" zelkan

3. Sore wa kantan na hanashi deshita.
" kanshin no aru hanashi deshita.

minkan no hanashi deshita.
nookanki no hanashi deshita.

4. Watashi wa kantan na koto o yoku wasuremasu.
tango it

SANKOO

genkin yuuzel kanren ningen
shikin (yuuzei) (kankei) seken

kuukan

,..
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CHIN GIN KOO RYO

Daihyoo Tango: CHINGIN, GINKOO, RYOKOO

1. &Isla wa chin.gin o haralmasu.
" yachin

2. Gitkoo no koo wa koodoo no koo desu.
Tsuukoo

3. Ryokooyoo no chizu wa doko ni arinasu kas
Ryokyakuyoo

SANKOO

unchin koodoo
jikkoo
unkoo
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KI BY00

Daihyoo Tango: DENKI, BYOOKI

1. Kono fukin no denki wa ikaga desu ka?
denatsu it

denryoku

2. Kona byooki de wa zenzen dame desu.
" kibun It

3. Halm ga, byookt at kalcarlmashita.
" juubyoo "

SANK00

kokaden hontd
denkyuu heild
kiensha) (kisha)
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RP! D. .r-r Twirj TDAI. YONSTUROICII

NAN SUI BAKU GEKI

Daihyoo Tango: HINAN, SUINAIV, SUIBAKU, BAKUGEKI

1. Kono kasha wa Itsurao binar, o ukete Imes%It

2. Kotosbi no suibakuno keibi wa Alva ni narimasbita ka." mason I I

3. IC.tuoo wa hages1.ii oakageki go arimasbita.
bakahatsn

SANKOO

(hijoo) suibtm
(zehi) aulatsu.
(bid) (booryoka)
(bigeki) (boofun)
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APPENDIX

WINTER STUDY GROUP ON READING

INDIAN UNIVERSITY

JANUARY 21-26, 1963

Seven statements about the teaching of reading.

1. A fundamental part of the beginning stage in learning to read Eng-
lish is the acquisition of associations between the soul els of the lan-
guage and the letters and spelling patterns used to represent them.
Consequently, one component of any effective program of reading
instruction should be a body of material which is based on a system-
atic analysis of the important correspondences.

2. The acquisition of sound- symbol associations is only one of the ear-
ly steps in learning to read, and full advantage should be taken of
insights from psychology and linguistics in the development of pro-
grams leading to the ultimate goal--the ai lity to read with adequate
speed and comprehension.

3. The current "basal readers" which constitute the core of most read-
ing instruction in the United States do not treat the establishment of
sound-symbol associations systematically enough and do not pay suf-
ficient attention to the presentation of grammatical patterns They
reflect a serious underestimate of the amount of English which the
child has already mastered in his ordinary spoken language. No
series of readers or set of supplementary materials currently avail-
able is fully satisfactory in these respects.

4. It is not clear from existing evidence at how early an age children
can profitably begin to learn to read or to what point in elementary
education instruction in reading should continue as a separate part
of the curriculum. New research to answer these questions should
be undertaken, especially with the use of better instructional mate-
rials and techniques.

5. Instruction in linguistics, emphasizing such relevant matters as the
nature and functioning of language as well as the structure of Eng-
lish and its sound-symbol correspondences and dialects, should be
a part of the education of elementary teachers and of programs of
in-service training for them. Support must be found for the prepa-
ration of textbooks for this, training grants for teachers, setting up
of special institutes, and the training of specialists in linguistics
and reading.

193
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6. When the ordinary spoken langale of the students is a variety of.
English highly divergent from wiaely accepted standard varieties
or when it is a language other than English, this constitutes a spe-
cial teaching problem which requires special materials and tech-
niques and special training for teachers.

7. Cooperative ventures, especially continuing programs, which in-
clude reading spec-L/11as, teachers, psychologists, and linguists
can bring significant improvement in the teaching of reading at var-
ious levels and in various aspects, and can also provide stimulation
for theoretical advances in the fields of linguistic analysis and the
psychology of learning.

PARTICIPANTS

John B. Carroll (psychology)
Harvard Graduate School of Education

*.4 Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Theodore Clymer (education)
College of Education
University of Minnesota
Nanneapolis, Minnesota

Warren G. Cutts (education)
U. 3. Office of Education
Washington 25, D. C.

Leo C, Fay (education)
S chocri of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

Chairman

Charles A. Ferguson (linguistics)
Center for Applied Linguistics
1346 Connecticut Avenue
Washington 6, D. Ca

W. Nelson Francis (English linguistics)
Department of Linguistics

if

Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island

Charles Carpenter Fries (linguistics)
P.O. Box 1125
Ann Arbor, Michigan
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Alfred S. Hayes (langmge and Lang. learning)
Center for Applied Linguistics
1 346 Connecticut Ave.
IThshington 6, D.C.

Wells Huilly (psychology)
Committee on Programmed Instruction
Aa rip) req versity
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Charles F. Hockett (linguistics and anthro.)
Division of Modern Language
Cornell University
Ithaca, N. Y.

Wallace Lambert (psychology)
Department of Psychology
McGill University
Montreal, P.Q. , Canada

Harry Levin (psychology)
Department of Child Development and Family Relations
Cornell University
Ithaca, N.

Raven McDavid (English dialectology)
Department of English
University of Chicago
Chicago, IW.nois

Wick Miler (linguistics)
Center for Human Learning
2241 College Avenue
Berkeley 4, California

Ulric Neisser (psychology)
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts

Pauline Rojas (English for Spinish speakers)
Dade County School System
Miami, Florida

Oliver Selfridge (systems engineering)
Lincoln Laboratories, M. I. T.
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Director

Ruth G. Strickland (education)
School of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
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George Suci (psychology)
Department of Psychology
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

Priscilla Tyler (education)
Harvard Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts
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